Hazardous Materials
Summary of Hazardous Materials Section Update
•

New Section for Mitigation Actions was added which identifies appropriate Hazardous
Material mitigation measures for Sheridan County.

•

This section was reformatted to complement the overall goals of the Sheridan County
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Update

Hazardous Materials
A general definition of hazardous material is: A substance or combination of substances which because
of its quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical or infectious characteristics, may either (1) cause, or
significantly contribute to, an increase in mortality or an increase in serious, irreversible, or
incapacitating reversible, illness; or (2) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health
or environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of or otherwise managed.
The U.S. Department of Transportation, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the Occupational
Health and Safety Administration all have responsibilities in regards to hazardous materials and waste.
Presented below are the various definitions and general responsibilities of each of the agencies.
The U.S. Department of Transportation, which has control over transported hazardous materials, uses
the following definition: Hazardous material means a substance or material that the Secretary of
Transportation has determined is capable of posing an unreasonable risk to health, safety, and property
when transported in commerce, and has designated as hazardous under section 5103 of Federal
hazardous materials transportation law (49 U.S.C. 5103). The term includes hazardous substances,
hazardous wastes, marine pollutants, elevated temperature materials, materials designated as
hazardous in the Hazardous Materials Table (see 49 CFR 172.101), and materials that meet the defining
criteria for hazard classes and divisions in part 173 of subchapter C. The U.S. DOT has nine classes of
hazardous materials (Table 1).
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Table 1: U.S. Department of Transportation Classes of Hazardous Materials and Sub-Classes
Explosives Compressed Gasses
Flammable Gasses
Non-Flammable Compressed Gasses
Poisonous Gasses
Flammable Liquids
Flammable (Flash Point Below 141 degrees)
Combustible (Flash Point 141 degrees – 200 degrees)
Flammable Solids
Flammable Solids
Spontaneously Combustible
Dangerous When Wet
Oxidizers and Organic Peroxides
Oxidizer
Organic Peroxide
Toxic Materials
Material that is Poisonous
Infectious Agents
Radioactive Material
Corrosive Material
Destruction of Human Skin; Corrode Steel at a Rate of 0.25 Inches
Per Year
Miscellaneous

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency also has responsibility for hazardous materials, chemicals,
and wastes that have the potential to be released into the environment through stationary facilities.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) addresses through the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA), the need for facilities with hazardous waste substances to store containers in some kind of
containment system. Stationary containers, such as tanks, as well as portable storage containers, such
as 55-gallon drums, are required to have a system that will protect the environment from this waste if a
leak were to occur. Hazardous waste regulations appear in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
Portable container containment is addressed under Subpart I, Use and Management of Containers (EPA
40 CFR 264.175). Facilities dealing with the storage of hazardous materials may also be required to have
containment if they are to meet the Uniform Fire Code (UFC) standards. Within the UFC standards,
Section 80, Division III refers to Hazardous Materials Storage Requirements pertaining to containers and
tanks and Division IV refers to Spill Containment with regard to hazardous materials.
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The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) requires certain regulated entities
to report information about hazardous chemicals and substances at their facilities to Federal, state, and
local authorities. The objective is to improve the facilities, or government agency's ability to plan for
and respond to chemical emergencies, and to give citizens information about chemicals present in their
communities. The President has issued Executive Orders to Federal agencies that mandate their
compliance with certain EPCRA requirements. Part of EPA's mission is to ensure that Federal facilities
comply with these requirements. Sections 301 and 303 of EPCRA mandate the creation of two
organizations; The State Emergency Response Commission (SERC) and the Local Emergency Planning
Committee (LEPC). Sections 311-312 of EPCRA require facilities to submit material safety data sheets or
Tier II forms (lists of hazardous chemicals on-site (above threshold quantities)) to SERC’s, LEPC’s, and
local fire departments.
In addition to EPCRA, there is a Risk Management Program. When Congress passed the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, it required EPA to publish regulations and guidance for chemical accident
prevention at facilities using extremely hazardous substances. The Risk Management Program Rule
(RMP Rule) was written to implement Section 112(r) of these amendments. The rule, which built upon
existing industry codes and standards, requires companies of all sizes that use certain flammable and
toxic substances to develop a Risk Management Program, which includes a(n):




Hazard assessment that details the potential effects of an accidental release, an accident
history of the last five years, and an evaluation of worst-case and alternative accidental
releases;
Prevention program that includes safety precautions and maintenance, monitoring, and
employee training measures; and
Emergency response program that spells out emergency health care, employee training
measures and procedures for informing the public and response agencies (e.g the fire
department) should an accident occur.

By June 21, 1999, a summary of the facility's risk management program (known as a "Risk Management
Plan" or "RMP") was to be submitted to EPA, which will make the information publicly available. The
plans must be revised and resubmitted every five years.

The Risk Management Program is about reducing chemical risk at the local level. This information helps
local fire, police, and emergency response personnel (who must prepare for and respond to chemical
accidents), and is useful to citizens in understanding the chemical hazards in communities. EPA
anticipates that making the RMPs available to the public stimulates communication between industry
and the public to improve accident prevention and emergency response practices at the local level.
Sheridan County has two facilities that qualify for the Risk Management Program and have RMPs (Table
2).

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), established under the Department of Labor
by the OSHA Act of 1970, regulates the storage and use of toxic and hazardous substances as they relate
to worker health and safety. OSHA regulations are found in Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR), Part 1910, Subpart H.
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History
According to the “Wyoming State Emergency Response Commission 2003 Annual Report”, there were a
total of 21 hazardous material spills reported in Sheridan County in 2003. There were 4 reported spills
in 2004. Comparing the “Wyoming State Emergency Response Commission 2003 Annual Report” with
the 2004 annual report, the number of facilities reporting hazardous materials decreased from 645 in
2003 to 33 in 2004. The majority of the spills statewide in both years were related to petroleum
production.
The 2013 Local Emergency Response Planning Team indicated a general observation of increased
transport of hazardous materials by train through Sheridan County. The Burlington Northern Santa Fe
railroad is a heavy rail line that runs through much of Sheridan County, and serves principally as a coalhauling route. The railroad links Sheridan County directly with Billings, Montana and Gillette Wyoming,
and indirectly to both the Denver and Salt Lake City major metropolitan areas40. There is a concern
regarding the potential increase hazardous materials through the county and population centers and the
potential of dangerous and harmful spills. The 2004 State Emergency Response Commission Report
highlights the impact of the Union Pacific Railroad on community growth and transportation of coal out
of the Powder River Basin located in Sheridan County and North Central, Wyoming 41. Sheridan County
is part of Region 1 Regional Response Team.

Analyses and Impacts
As mentioned above, some hazardous material spills occur almost every year. There are not readily
available data on response and cleanup costs. It is estimated that the costs are many tens of thousands
of dollars per year.
Hazardous material spills will continue in Wyoming and the rest of the nation. There are some facilities,
however, that contain extremely hazardous substances. Those are the facilities that are required to
generate Risk Management Plans (RMP). An accident resulting in the release of chemicals from those
facilities could pose a significant problem to local jurisdictions and the State of Wyoming. Life safety is a
concern related to transportation incidents that can occur on the State and Interstate Highway and
Burlington Northern/Sante Fe Railroad corridors in the county.
A listing of the RMP facilities and hazardous materials present in Sheridan County is presented in Table
2. No additional information is available for this report because of Homeland Security concerns.

40
41

Sheridan County Comprehensive Plan 2009, Appendix A
Communicating the Risk - 2004 State Emergency Response Commission Annual Report
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Table 2: Risk Management Plan (RMP) Facilities in Sheridan County
County

Site

Chemical

Sheridan

Big Goose Water Treatment Plant

Chlorine

Sheridan

Sheridan Water Treatment Plant

Chlorine

According to the 2011 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan in the event of the release of a
hazardous substance in one of Wyoming’s counties, the impact to citizens will vary, based on
development, density of population, the substance released and the substance’s method of release
and chemical properties42.

Proposed Sheridan County Mitigation Projects for Hazardous Materials




Sanitary Sewer Creek Crossings
Water Treatment Plant Improvements
Sheridan County will participate in the State of Wyoming identified mitigation projects and
actions for hazardous materials identified in Chapter 10 of the 2011 State of Wyoming
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan

Summary
PROPERTY AFFECTED: Low
POPULATION AFFECTED: Medium
PROBABILITY: Medium
JURISDICTION AFFECTED: County

42

2011 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 10: All Hazards including Terrorism, Hazardous
Material and Hazardous Waste
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Landslides
Summary of Landslides Section Update
•

According the Wyoming Geological Survey Hazard Section, no new and/or updated maps
or hazard data for Sheridan County was available at the time of this update.

•

New Section for Mitigation Actions was added which identifies appropriate Landslide
mitigation measures for Sheridan County.

•

This section was reformatted to complement the overall goals of the Sheridan County
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Update

Landslide
Landslides are one of the most common geologic hazards in Wyoming, with some of the highest
landslide densities in the country found in the State. The figure below shows mapped landslides in
Wyoming (Figure 1).
Figure 1: State of Wyoming Mapped Landslide Areas

There are many types of landslides present in Wyoming. Figure 2 presents a spatial representation of
area of landslide risks in Sheridan County. In order to properly describe landslide type, the Geologic
Hazards Section at the Wyoming Geological Survey developed a landslide classification modified from
Varnes (1978) and Campbell (1985). As can be seen in Figure 3 there are five basic types of landslides
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that occur in three types of material. Falls, topples, slides, lateral spreads, and flows can occur in
bedrock, debris, or earth. While individual landslide types can occur in nature, most landslides are
complex, or composed of combinations of basic types of landslides.
Figure 2: Mapped Landslides in Sheridan County
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Figure 3: State of Wyoming Landslide Classifications
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History
Numerous landslides are present in Sheridan County. All landslide areas should be considered in county
or city planning. Development should be restricted or a site analysis should be conducted if on or near
existing landslides. Because of the ongoing oil, gas, and mineral development in the county, there may
be future impacts if development extends into landslide-prone areas. Table 3 presents the location of
landslides which are present in specific quadrangles. All quadrangles were examined by the Wyoming
State Geological Survey and Sheridan County Emergency Management, and the following areas were
determined to pose a potential hazard to homes, roads, or other facilities.
Table 3: Location of landslides in specific quadrangles:
Bald Mountain
Banner
Banner Quadrangle: Landslide movement in this quadrangle has recently damaged portions of Interstate 90.
If the slumps and slump/flow complex in T53N R83W Sections 3, 11, and 14 reactivate, damage could again
occur to the interstate. U.S. Highway 87 could also be damaged if the slump and slump/flow complex in
T53N R83W Sections 10 and 15 destabilize. In addition, a slump and slump/flow complexes are present in
T53N R83W Section 1. Damage could occur to the nearby transmission line if these landslides destabilize.
Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Bar N Draw
Beaver Creek Hills
Beaver Creek Hills Quadrangle: Several landslides, including slumps, flow, and slump/blockslide/flow
complexes are present in T54N R85W Sections 1, 2, and 11 and in T54N R84W Section 6. If these landslides
destabilize, damage could occur to the nearby road, either directly or by flooding if the landslide in T54N
R85W Section 1 and T54N R84W Section 6 dam Jackson Creek. In addition, if Beaver Creek became
dammed by the slumps in T55N R85W Sections 14, 23, and 36, nearby structures could be flooded. Heavy
periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Beckton
Beckton Quadrangle: A slump/rockslide/flow complex is present in T55N R86W Sections 20 and 21. If this
landslide destabilizes, it could dam Soldier Creek. In addition, a slump/rockslide/flow/flowing rock fragment
complex is present in T54N R86W Sections 3 and 4 and in T55N R86W Sections 32, 33, 34. A flow is also
present in T54N R86W Section 9. If this landslide destabilizes, it could dam Big Goose Creek or result in high
sediment runoff. The downstream filtration plant for the city of Sheridan could be shut down or have
filtering problems. A breach of a landslide dam in this area could cause flooding downstream toward
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Sheridan. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Big Horn
Big Horn Quadrangle: A slump is located in the northeastern corner of the quadrangle in T55N R83W
Section 17. If this landslide destabilizes, damage could occur to U.S. Highway 14. In addition, a slump and a
flow are present in T54N R83W Section 6. If these activate, damage could occur to Interstate 90. An
unmapped slump in T54N R83W Section 7 could damage the nearby tank farm if it destabilizes. Heavy
periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Boyd Ridge
Boyd Ridge Quadrangle: Several large landslides, including slump/blockslide/flow, slump/rockslide/flow,
and slump/flow complexes are present along Lodge Grass Creek in the western and northern portions of this
quadrangle. If these landslides activate, they could dam the creek. Heavy periods of precipitation or
significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Bull Elk Park
Bull Elk Park Quadrangle: Slump/rockslide/flow, slump/flow, slump/blockslide/flow, blockslide, and
blockslide/flow complexes are present in the southwestern portion of the quadrangle. If these landslides
destabilize, the Little Bighorn River could be dammed. Damage could also occur to a nearby cow camp. If
the rockslide/flow, flow, blockslide/flow, and rockslide/flow/blockslide complexes in the northeastern part
of the quadrangle (including T58N R89W Sections 19 and 30) activate, they could also dam the Little Bighorn
River and damage nearby structures, including a recreation area. Heavy periods of precipitation or
significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Buffalo Run Creek
Buffalo Run Creek Quadrangle: A rockslide/slump/flow complex is present in T55N R83W Section 22. If this
landslide reactivates, damage could occur to the road that passes through the complex. The same road
could also be damaged if the slump/flow complex in T55N R82W Section 24 and 30 destabilizes. Also, a
slump is present in T54N R83W Section 21. If this landslide destabilizes, damage could occur to Interstate
90. In addition, the transmission line that runs through this quadrangle could be damaged if the flow in
T55N R83W Section 22 or the slump in T54N R83W Section 23 destabilize. Heavy periods of precipitation or
significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Burgess Junction
Burgess Junction Quadrangle: Rock fall/rockslide, blockslide/flow, rockslide/flow, and slump/blockslide
complexes are present in the eastern portion of the quadrangle along the North Tongue River. If these
landslides destabilize, they could dam the North Tongue River. A breach of such a landslide dam could
cause flooding in downstream canyons. Also, the blockslide/slump/flow complex in the southern part of the
quadrangle could damage the nearby sawmill if it reactivates. Finally, the Wolfe Cow Camp could be
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damaged if the debris flow/Quaternary alluvium complex along Fool Creek destabilizes. Heavy periods of
precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Columbus Peak
Columbus Peak Quadrangle: Slump/flow complexes are present in T58N R88W Sections 23 and 26. If these
landslides destabilize, they could potentially dam or divert East Pass Creek. Nearby roads and structures,
including the Slack School could subsequently be flooded. The blockslide/slump/flow complex located in the
western portion of the quadrangle could also dam East Pass Creek. Heavy periods of precipitation or
significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Dayton North
Dayton North Quadrangle: A flow is present in the southwestern corner of the quadrangle in T57N R87W
Sections 28 and 33. If this landslide activates, it could dam Amsden Creek. Heavy periods of precipitation or
significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Dayton South
Dayton South Quadrangle: Several landslides, including debris flow/alluvial cone, rockslide/flow, and
blockslide/flow/talus flow complexes are present along Tongue River Canyon in T56N R87W Sections 8, 9,
11, and 17. If these landslides destabilize, they could potentially dam the Tongue River and flood nearby
structures. In addition, U.S. Highway 14 passes through rockslide/flow, blockslide/flow, and debris
flow/Quaternary alluvium complexes in T56N R87W Sections 21, 23, 27, and 28. If these landslides
destabilize, damage could occur to the highway. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development
could have an effect on slope stability.
Dome Lake
Granite Pass
Granite Pass Quadrangle: Debris flow, flow, blockslide, and blockslide/rockslide/flow complexes are present
along Big Willow Creek in T55N R89W Sections 22, 26, and 27. If these landslides destabilize, they could dam
the creek. Blockslide/rockslide/flow/debris flow, debris flow/flow, and rockslide/flow complexes are also
present along Bull Creek in T55N R89W Sections 16, 21, and 28. If these landslides destabilize, the creek
could be dammed. In addition, a massive blockslide is present in the vicinity of Prospect Creek in the
eastern portion of the quadrangle. If this landslide activates, damage could occur to the nearby road. U.S.
Highway 14 could also be damaged if the flow in T54N R88W Sections18 and 19 destabilizes. Heavy periods
of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Hidden Tepee Creek
Hidden Tepee Creek Quadrangle: Large landslides, including slab slide/rockslide/flow, slab slide/flow, slab
slide/slump/flow, and slab slide/block glide/flow complexes are present in the northern portion of the
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quadrangle in T55N R90W Sections 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, and 24. If these landslides destabilize,
damage could occur to State Highway 14, either directly or by flooding if the landslides dam the North
Tongue River. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope
stability.
Horse Hill
Horse Hill Quadrangle: Structures in T53N R81W Section 7 could be damaged if the nearby slump/flow
complex (T53N R81W Sections 6 and 7) destabilizes. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant
development could have an effect on slope stability.
Hultz Draw
Hultz Draw Quadrangle: A slump/blockslide complex (T55N R85W Sections 8 and 9) and a slump (T56N
R84W Section 31) are present along State Highway 331. If these landslides activate, they could damage the
highway. In addition, the slumps in T55N R85W Section 1 and T56N R84W Section 31 could potentially dam
or divert Big Goose Creek if it destabilizes. Sheridan water supply lines are also present in this area, which
could be damaged by landslide movement. Unmapped slumps are present in T56N R85W Section 35 and in
T55N R85W Section 2. If it destabilizes, damage could occur to the nearby pipeline. Heavy periods of
precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Ice Creek
Ice Creek Quadrangle: Slump/blockslide/flow, rockslide/flow, blockslide/rockslide/flow, and blockslide/flow
complexes are present in the southwestern corner of the quadrangle (T55N R91W Section 12 and T55N
R90W Sections 7 and 8). If these landslides activate, damage could occur to U.S. Highway 14A, either
directly or by flooding if the landslides dam the North Tongue River. U.S. Highway 14A could also be
damaged if the blockslide/slump/flow, slump/flow, or blockslide/rockslide/flow complexes in T55N R90W
Sections 11, 12, 13, and 14 destabilize. In addition, slump/flow, blockslide/ slump/flow,
slump/rockslide/flow, and slump/blockslide/flow complexes are present along the Little Bighorn River in the
northwestern corner of the quadrangle. If these landslides destabilize, the river could be dammed. Heavy
periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Little Goose Peak
Little Goose Peak Quadrangle: Several landslides, including rockslide, Quaternary terrace/talus
flow/rockslide, talus flow/rockslide, rockslide/talus flow, flow/debris flow, and flow/debris flow/Quaternary
alluvium complexes are present along Little Goose Creek in the northern part of the quadrangle (T53N
R85W Sections 1, 2, 3, 11, and 12; T54N R85W Sections 25 and 36). If these landslides reactivate, they could
dam Little Goose Creek and cause flooding to nearby structures, roads, and historical sites. A landslide dam
breach could flood Big Horn. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect
on slope stability.
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Mexican Hill
Sheridan
Sheridan Quadrangle: Slump/blockslide, slump, and slump/flow complexes are present in T56N R84W
Sections 20 and 21. If these landslides destabilize, damage could occur to nearby roads and structures. In
addition, slumps are present along West Loucks Street in T56N R84W Sections 27 and 28. If these landslides
activate, damage could again occur to nearby roads and structures within the town of Sheridan. Slumps
along Big Goose Creek in T56N R84W Section 27 are known to have caused damage to Kendrick Park
structures and trails. If these destabilize, more damage could occur. In addition, a slump is present along
Big Goose Creek in T56N R84W Section 32. If this landslide activates, it could dam or divert the creek, and
potentially flood nearby structures. Finally, if the slump and slump/flow complexes in T56N R84W Section
33 destabilize, they could damage Chapek Reservoir No. 2. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant
development could have an effect on slope stability.
Shuler Draw
Skull Ridge
Skull Ridge Quadrangle: Flow/Quaternary alluvium, rockslide/flow, flow, blockslide, and blockslide/flow
complexes are present along Sheep Creek in the northern portion of the quadrangle. In addition,
rockslide/talus flow, blockslide/flow, debris flow/alluvial cone, and rockslide/talus flow complexes are
present along the North Tongue River. If these landslides destabilize, they could dam their respective creek.
Also, a debris flow/alluvial fan complex in the southwestern portion of the quadrangle could damage nearby
structures if it activates. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on
slope stability.
S R Springs
S R Springs Quadrangle: Slumps and slump/flow complexes are present in T56N R81W Section 34, T55N
R81W Section 2, and T56N R80W Section 31. If these landslides activate, damage could occur to the nearby
road, either directly or by flooding if the landslides dam S R Creek. Heavy periods of precipitation or
significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Story
Story Quadrangle: A slump/flow complex is present in T53N R84W Section 23. If this landslide destabilizes,
it could dam South Piney Creek. This could affect water supplies to the Fish Hatchery and nearby irrigation
ditches. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Ulm
Ulm Quadrangle: Blockslide and slump/flow complexes are present in T55N R81W Section 28 and in T54N
R81W Section 10. If these landslides destabilize, damage could occur to the road and/or railroad that pass
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through the complexes. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on
slope stability.
Verona
Verona Quadrangle: A flow and slumps are present in the southwestern corner of the quadrangle in T54N
R82W Section 21. If these landslides activate, damage could occur to the nearby road. In addition, a
slump/flow complex is present in T54N R81W Section 18. If this landslide destabilizes, it could damage the
nearby road either directly or by flooding if Middle Fork is dammed. Heavy periods of precipitation or
significant development could have an effect on slope stability.
Walker Mountain
West Pass
West Pass Quadrangle: Blockslide (T58N R89W Section 26) and blockslide/flow complexes (T58N R88W
Sections 29 and 32) are present in the northern part of the quadrangle. If these landslides destabilize,
damage could occur to the nearby road. Also, a cow camp in T57N R89W Section 26 could sustain damage if
the rockslide/flow complexes in the same section activate. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant
development could have an effect on slope stability.
Wolf
Wolf Quadrangle: A blockslide and a slump/flow complex are present in T56N R86W Sections 2 and 3 and in
T56N R85W Section 18. If these landslides destabilize, damage could occur to the pipeline that passes
through the complexes. In addition, a slump/blockslide/flow complex is present in T56N R86W Section 26,
T55N R86W Section 12, and T55N R85W Section 7. If these landslides activate, they could affect irrigation
ditches in the area. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope
stability.
Woodrock

Potential Future Damage Impacts from Landslides in Sheridan County
There are three measures of future landslide impacts – historic dollar damages, estimated yearly
damages, and building exposure values. There are not enough current data to estimate historic or yearly
dollar damages.
The WSGS has calculated the building exposure value for buildings that may occur within or within 100
feet of a landslide. All landslides mapped in Wyoming have been digitized. The landslides then had a
100-foot buffer digitally added to the outside of the landslides. The modified landslides were then
digitally crossed with Census block building values. In some cases, a landslide boundary will dissect a
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census block. In that case the proportional value of buildings in the census block will be assigned to the
landslide. If a census block is within a landslide, then the values of all the buildings in the census block is
assigned. The values derived by county are shown in Figure 4 below. Table 9.1 shows the ranking of
counties based upon landslide building exposure values. As can be seen below in Figure 4, there is
approximately $323 million in building value that is built on or near landslides in the State of Wyoming.
More detail for Sheridan County is provided in Figure 5 and Table 4 below.
Figure 4: Landslide Exposure Values
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Figure 5: Building Exposure Values in Sheridan County

Table 4: Building Exposure Values for Landslides for Sheridan County
County
Sheridan

Landslide Building Exposure Value (USD)
$14,200,885

The probability of a landslide causing damage in Sheridan County is difficult to determine because of the
poor historic data.
Based on the geologic studies, future impacts are likely to affect transportation corridors (including U.S.
Highways 87 and 14A, State Highway 14), power transmission lines, and the occasional structure in the
county. There is also a remote possibility that many smaller creeks within the county could be dammed
by landslide activity. This could create a flash flood hazard downstream if the landslide dam fails or is
overtopped. Heavy periods of precipitation or significant development could have an effect on slope
stability in the mapped hazard areas.
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Proposed Sheridan County Mitigation Projects for Landslides



Encourage residents, businesses and schools to purchase NOAA weather radios.
Public awareness program to include promotion of 72-hr kits and distribution of hazard
information to residents and businesses via multiple media sources

Summary
PROPERTY AFFECTED: Medium
POPULATION AFFECTED: Low
PROBABILITY: Medium
JURISDICTION AFFECTED: Portions of central and western unincorporated County, Sheridan area
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Lightning
Summary of Lightning Section Update
•

New Section for Mitigation Actions was added which identifies appropriate Lightning
mitigation measures for Sheridan County.

•

This section was reformatted to complement the overall goals of the Sheridan County
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Update

Lightning
Lightning is a sudden electrical discharge released from the atmosphere that follows a course from cloud
to ground, cloud to cloud, or cloud to surrounding air, with light illuminating its path. Lightning’s
unpredictable nature causes it to be one of the most feared weather elements.
Anyone that is caught in an exposed area during a thunderstorm could be at risk to a lightning strike. In
Wyoming, outdoor enthusiasts venturing to high and exposed areas should be especially cautious
because rapid thunderstorm development with associated lightning can place even the most
experienced climbers in jeopardy without warning. Hikers and climbers above the timberline should plan
to be off exposed mountain tops and ridges by 1:00PM MDT during the summer months to avoid being
struck by lightning unless proper shelter is available (Wyoming Climate Atlas).

History
U.S. statistics show that one in 345,000 lightning flashes results in a death and one in 114,000 results in
an injury. According to meteorologists at Vaisala, Inc., the odds for an American being hit by lightning
sometime in the course of an 80-year lifespan is about 1 in 3,000. Wyoming ranks 36th in number of
lightning fatalities, 33rd in injuries, and 40th in property damage from 1959 to 1994 according to the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Severe Storms Laboratory (NOAA, NSSL).
From 1959 to 2003 lightning has been responsible for 26 deaths, 103 injuries, over $3.2 million in
property damage, and $22,750 in crop damage in Wyoming. Dollar damage estimates may include
damage from associated severe weather, including precipitation and wildland fire. Table 10.1 includes
Wyoming lightning events that have caused injuries and damage in Sheridan County. Lightning has
injured county residents and sparked numerous wildfires within the County. According to the data in
the table, a damaging lightning event occurs about every 6 years in the County.
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Table 1: Recorded lightning events 1968-1994, Sheridan County

County

Location

Date

Number
injured

Estimated
property
damage

Total
Total
estimated
Estimated
estimated
damage
damage (2004
crop damage
(current year
USD)
USD)

Sheridan

Sheridan

9/12/68

2

$0

$0

$0

Sheridan

Sheridan

6/16/77

0

$2,750

C

$2,750

Information

Lightning injured two boys playing beneath
house trailer on south edge of Sheridan.

$8,488

One- to two-inch hail did damage to houses,
cars, crops, etc.; lightning killed one horse.
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County

Park, Teton,
Sweetwater,
Sheridan,
Natrona,
Fremont,
Albany,
Laramie,
Crook, and
Johnson

Location

Date

7/3/88

Number killed

0

Number
injured

0

Total
Estimated
estimated
Estimated
property
damage
crop damage
(current year
damage
USD)

Same as 1
July 1988

$0

$0

Information

During the month of July, at least 59 fires were
started by lightning from mostly high-based
thunderstorms that produced little rainfall. These
included very large forest fires such as the Clover
Mist Blaze in Yellowstone National Park and the
Lost Fire over the Big Horn Mountains of
northern Wyoming. On a week-by-week basis,
the breakdown of lightning fire is as follows.
Before and including the 2nd, fourteen lightning
fires were started. During the 10th through the
16th, 18 such fires were reported. From the 17th
through the 23rd, there were eight fires.
Between the 24th and 30th, ten lightning blazes
occurred. Finally, on the 31st, there were four
fires. According to the BLM for Wyoming, 3,644.3
acres were torched with an estimated lost
resource value of $364,430. This does not include
the fires started by lightning in Yellowstone
National Park because this information is not yet
available.
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County

Location

Information

Date

Sheridan,
Campbell,
and Weston

7/11/88

During the afternoon, lightning from thunderstorms ignited numerous open field grass and timber fires. Sheridan
County reported nine such blazes, including one that torched 1,000 acres. In the Thunder Basin National Grasslands,
on the border of Campbell and Weston Counties, fire burned more than 1,000 acres of combined federal and private
land before being contained.

Sheridan

7/15/88

Nine open field fires were started by lightning from a thunderstorm during the evening. This included a 15-acre fire in
the Big Horn National Forest.

County

Location

Estimated
property
damage

Date

Total estimated
damage
(current year
USD)

Sheridan

18N Leiter

8/11/88

$0

$0

Sheridan

Clearmont

8/22/94

$300,000

$300,000

Total
estimated
damage
(2004 USD)

Information

Lightning strikes from thunderstorms caused two
separate grass fires during the late afternoon. During
that same night, the blazes merged and at least 10,000
acres of grass were torched by the following day. The
fire was contained during the 12th.

$378,310

A lightning created fire consumed 15,000 acres north
and northeast of Clearmont.
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Analysis and Impacts
Nationwide lightning strikes are routinely monitored by Vaisala, Inc. with accuracies to within a 0.625mile (1 kilometer) resolution. For the period of 1998 through 2000, the Wyoming annual lightning strike
frequency is depicted in Figure 1. The eastern plains have more than three times the cloud to ground
lightning strikes as does the western half of the state. These values probably vary by 50% in a year
depending on whether there is a drought or enhanced monsoonal flow. However, the locations of
maximum and minimum strikes do not change much from year to year. In 1998 the state's precipitation
average was well above normal, in 1999 near normal, and in 2000 was below normal (Wyoming Climate
Atlas).
Figure 1: Average annual lightning flash density for 1998-2000 over Wyoming. Each pixel represents
5 km2. Illustration courtesy of Vaisala Inc.

Future impacts from lightning are difficult to determine because of the erratic nature of storms.
Sheridan County will remain susceptible to lightning strikes. Damaging lightning event occurs every
roughly every 6 years in the County. Impacts to persons and property are likely to remain isolated,
however. Outdoor workers and outdoor enthusiasts will remain susceptible to lightning strikes.
Lightning caused wildland fires may result in more extensive damage.
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Proposed Sheridan County Mitigation Projects for Lightning



Encourage residents, businesses and schools to purchase NOAA weather radios
Education about hiking dangers and lightning during summer months

Summary
PROPERTY AFFECTED: Low
POPULATION AFFECTED: Low
PROBABILITY: High
JURISDICTION AFFECTED: County
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Man-Made Hazards
This is a new section defining the types of man-made hazards which can occur in Sheridan County. At the
time of this plan update, the Sheridan County Planning team under the guidance of the Wyoming
Homeland Security Office has chosen to define the potential man-made hazards and consider the impact
of such hazards in future community planning efforts. Sheridan County may consider conducting a
detailed man-made hazard analysis in future plan updates and results will be released under the
discretion of the Sheridan County Emergency Management Coordinator.

Man-Made Hazard43
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) defines “man-made hazards” in the guidance
document, Integrating Man-made Hazards into Mitigation Planning (2003) as technological hazards and
terrorism. The 2003 FEMA guidance document goes on to elaborate stating that technological hazards
and terrorism are distinct from natural hazards primarily in that they originate from human activity. In
contrast, while the risks presented by natural hazards may be increased or decreased as a result of
human activity, they are not inherently human induced.
Terrorism risk assessments and response actions relative to terrorist threats to Sheridan County’s
infrastructure is addressed in Wyoming’s Response Plan. The Wyoming Response Plan is in
compliance with the National Response Framework.

Technological Hazard
The term “technological hazards” refers to the origins of incidents that can arise from human activities
such as the manufacture, transportation, storage, and use of hazardous materials.

Terrorism
The term “terrorism” refers to intentional, criminal, malicious acts. There is no single, universally
accepted definition of terrorism, and it can be interpreted in many ways. Officially, terrorism is defined
in the Code of Federal Regulations as “...the unlawful use of force and violence against persons or
property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in
furtherance of political or social objectives.” (28 CFR, Section 0.85). The Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) further characterizes terrorism as either domestic or international, depending on the origin, base,
and objectives of the terrorist organization; however, the origin of the terrorist or person causing the
hazard is far less relevant to mitigation planning than the hazard itself and its consequences. There are
two definitions that need to be defined and considered in future planning efforts: Counterterrorism and
antiterrorism. Counterterrorism deals with offensively managing the threat of terrorism, while
antiterrorism refers to defensive efforts to protect people and property44.

43and 2

Integrating Man-made Hazards into Mitigation Planning, FEMA September 2003
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According to the 2011 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan45, terrorism is a hazard with
which Wyoming has had intimate experience in recent history. Wyoming has identified more than 250
critical infrastructure targets. WOHS is a member of the Wyoming FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force. The
task force has reviewed and prioritized 12 of these targets as being most favorable targets for a terrorist
attack resulting in a loss of this critical infrastructure. The importance of these targets by the FBI has
resulted in these targets as being classified at the “SECRET LEVEL.”
Wyoming is one of a few states who have had their infrastructure targeted in a conspiracy to sabotage
through utilization of explosives against the oil pipelines and refineries, including a natural gas plant.
One individual was convicted in federal court on two counts of Title 18, Section 2339(a) USC (providing
material support to terrorists), Title 18, Section 373 USC (soliciting a crime of violence); Title 18, Section
842 USC (unlawful distribution of explosives); and Title 26, Section 5861(d) USC (possession of an
unregistered destructive device {hand grenade}). In November 2007 he was sentenced to 30 years in
federal prison.
Two other individuals were investigated for terrorism activity by FBI and local authorities, and pled guilty
in U.S. District Court for the destruction of interstate power lines. During 2003 two subjects were
convicted in the U.S. District Court, District of Wyoming, for violation of Title 18, Section 1366(a) USC
(destruction of an energy facility). On October 30, 2003, both subjects were sentenced to 2 years, six
months in federal prison, 3 years probation and restitution in the amount of $1,035,431. This act of
terrorism involved the destruction of a critical interstate power line by removing bolts to the power line
tower. The original tower cascaded to other towers causing failure. The towers were located in
Sweetwater County. Power failures occurred in several western states including the city of Los Angeles,
California.

45

2011 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 10: All Hazards including Terrorism, Hazardous
Material and Hazardous Waste
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Mine Subsidence
Summary of Mine Subsidence Section Update
•

Update to the Section 3.0 to include photo evidence of Mine Subsidence in Sheridan
County from the United State Geological (USGS) 1979 report titled, Effects of Coal Mine
46
Subsidence in the Sheridan, Wyoming Area

• New Mitigation Actions section which indicates appropriate Mine Subsidence mitigation
measures and included references to State of Wyoming Statues.
• This section was reformatted to complement the overall goals of the Sheridan County
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Update

Mine Subsidence
Underground coal mining began in Wyoming during the 1860s. Many of the early coal mines were not
designed and constructed well; as a result the underground pillars failed. If enough pillars failed, the
caprock in the mine would collapse, and the effects of the collapse would reach the surface in some
cases. If the effects of the collapse reached the surface, a subsidence pit would form. Not all subsidence
was due to poor design, however. In some cases, the pillars were pulled as mining retreated from an
area. In other cases, fires would occur in the mines, resulting in a loss of strength in the pillars and
caprock.

History
Significant areas in Wyoming have abandoned underground coal mines present (Figure 1). Coal-mine
subsidence has been threatening select areas of Wyoming since the onset of mining in the 1860s. Due to
the long history of underground coal mining in the state, many more undermined areas have subsided
than most people imagine. A written history of mine subsidence in or near urban areas was published in
the Governor’s Workshop on Mine Subsidence proceedings held on October 31, 1986 at the University of
Wyoming.
The WSGS has also generated a report for each county in Wyoming on abandoned underground coal
mines and hard rock mines that have been identified in the county.
According to this report some subsidence problems have occurred in Sheridan County near the City of
Sheridan. A map showing documented subsidence is shown in 1. Detailed mining maps of the Sheridan

46

Effects of coal mine subsidence in the Sheridan, Wyoming, area 1980, Dunrud, C. Richard; Osterwald, Frank W.
USGS Professional Paper: 1164
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area are provided in Figures 2- 5 taken from a report titled Overview of Coal Mine Subsidence in
Wyoming by James C. Case of the WSGS.
Figure 1: Mined-out areas and mine subsidence in Wyoming. Gray areas represent mined-out areas
with subsidence. Solid areas represent mined-out areas with no known subsidence.
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Figure 2: Mined-out areas and subsidence near Sheridan
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Figure 3: Mined-out areas and subsidence near Sheridan
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Figure 4: Mined-out areas and subsidence near Sheridan
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Figure 5: Mined-out areas and subsidence near Sheridan

Analysis and Impacts
Subsidence has been associated with these mines since 1955. The numbers below correspond to the
numbers on the Hana and Elmo maps and provide more detail on the subsidence problems in the area
(Table 1).
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Table 1: Detail on the Subsidence Problems in Sheridan County

There are a number of underground coal mines in Sheridan County. Although several have been
reclaimed, no development should be allowed at the sites until it can be shown that reclamation has
occurred and that the reclamation has been successful. The coal mines below are organized by
topographic quadrangle (Table 2).
Table 2: Underground Coal Mines in Sheridan County
Acme Quadrangle:
Acme No. 1 Mine – T57N R84W Sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 14, and 15
Acme No. 2 Mine – T57N R84W Sections 15 and 16
Armstrong Mine – T57N R84W Section 28
Dietz No. 5 and 8 Mines – T57N R84W Sections 22, 23, and 27
Dietz No. 1, 2, 4, and 7 Mines – T57N R84W Sections 26, 27, 34, and 35
Hotchkiss Mine – T57N R84W Sections 21 and 22
Model Mine - T57N R84W Section 21
Roland Mine - T57N R84W Section 25
Unnamed mine - T57N R84W Section 25
* All mines in this quadrangle are near the Tongue River. Reclamation of all abandoned mines in this
area need to be confirmed.
Arvada Quadrangle:
Arvada Mine – T54N R77W Section 21
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- This mine is near a road and the Powder River. Reclamation should be confirmed.
Sweat Mine – T55N R78W Section 13
Whitman Mine – T54N R77W Section 8
Wyoming Mine – T55N R78W Section 24
Arvada NE Quadrangle:
Wild Horse Mines – T54N R77W Section 24
Bar N Draw Quadrangle:
Carneyville Mine – T57N R82W Section 20
Evans Mine - T58N R82W Section 29
Beaver Creek Hills Quadrangle:
Beaver Creek Mine – T55N R85W Section 14
Big Goose Mine – T55N R85W Section 14
Moore Mine – T55N R85W Section 11
Nelson Mine – T55N R85W Section 14
Big Horn Quadrangle:
Conable prospect – T54N R84W Section 12
Buffalo Run Creek Quadrangle:
Betheurem prospect – T54N R83W Section 14
-This prospect is near a transmission line. Reclamation should be confirmed.
Unnamed mine – T54N R82W Section 20
Fawn Draw Quadrangle:
Davis Ford Mine – T55N R78W Section 3
Hultz Draw Quadrangle:
Black Diamond Mine and adits – T55N R85W Section 3
Monarch Mine – T57N R84W Sections 31 and 32; T57N R85W Section 36
Moore Mine – T55N R85W Section 11
Owl Creek Mine - T55N R85W Section 3
Storm King Mine – T55N R85W Sections 2 and 11
Unnamed mine – T56N R85W Section 32
Unnamed mine - T56N R85W Section 33
Unnamed mine - T55N R85W Section 3
* Black Diamond, Owl Creek, and Storm King Mines are near a road and Big Goose
Creek. Reclamation should be confirmed.
Monarch Quadrangle:
Carney Mine No. 44 – T57N R84W Sections 8, 16, 17, 18, and 20
- This mine is near Interstate 90 and a secondary road. Reclamation should be confirmed.
Kooi Mine No. 46 – T57N R85W Sections 23, 24, 25, and 26
Model Mine No. 43 – T57N R84W Section 21
Monarch Mine - T57N R84W Sections 19, 20, 29, 30, 31, and 32;
T57N R85W Sections 25, 26, and 36
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-This mine is near a transmission line. Reclamation should be confirmed.
New Monarch Mine – T57N R84W Sections 20, 21, 28, and 29
- This mine is near Interstate 90. Reclamation should be confirmed.
Old Acme Mine – T57N R85W Section 13
Old Monarch Mine – T57N R84W Section 19; T557N R85W Sections 24 and 25
Riverside Mine – T57N R85W Section 14
- This mine is near a road. Reclamation should be confirmed.
* All mines in this quadrangle are near the Tongue River. Reclamation of all abandoned
mines in this area should be confirmed.
Ranchester Quadrangle:
Unnamed mine – T58N R86W Section 21
Sheridan Quadrangle:
Dietz No. 1, 4, and 7 Mine – T57N R84W Section 34
Dietz No 2 Adit - T57N R84W Section 35
Dietz No. 3 Mine – T56N R84W Section 3
Dietz No. 6 Mine - T56N R84W Section 10
Martin prospect – T55N R83W Section 7
Minersville Mine – T56N R84W Section 3
Pangutti Mine - T57N R84W Section 34
Star (Kuzara) Mine – T56N R84W Section 3
Star Mine - T56N R84W Section 15
* All mines in this quadrangle are near Goose Creek and a railroad line. Reclamation of
all abandoned mines in this area should be confirmed.
There are several abandoned underground hard rock mines and prospects in Sheridan County. Although
a number have been reclaimed, no development should be allowed at the sites until it can be shown
that reclamation has occurred and that the reclamation has been successful. Due to poor location
descriptions, most of the mines and prospects cannot be definitively plotted on a map. The hard rock
mines with good locations descriptions are organized below by topographic quadrangle (Table 3).
Table 3: Underground Hard Rock Mines
Walker Mountain Quadrangle:
Taylor Mine – T54N R87W SW ¼ of Section 5
Woodrock Quadrangle:
Taylor Mine
There has been property and infrastructure damage associated with coal-mine subsidence in Wyoming
communities. The dollar amounts of the damage are not readily available. An indirect measure of the
impacts is the existing cost of mitigating the hazards. The Wyoming Abandoned Mine Lands (AML)
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Program at Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has spent $85 million mitigating the
effects of mine subsidence and on mine reclamation. If any of the above mines are found to be
unreclaimed and appear to pose a hazard to the public, the Abandoned Mine Lands Program at the
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality should be contacted.

Photo evidence of Mine Subsidence in Sheridan County from the United State Geological (USGS) 1979
report titled, Effects of Coal Mine Subsidence in the Sheridan, Wyoming Area47

Effects of past and present coal mining in the western Powder River Basin

47

Effects of coal mine subsidence in the Sheridan, Wyoming, area 1980, Dunrud, C. Richard; Osterwald, Frank W.
USGS Professional Paper: 1164
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Aerial view of subsidence depressions and pits above the Old Monarch mine in operation from 1904 to
1921 (May 1978)

Subsidence pits and troughs, above the Dietz coal mines (October 1976). The Dietz mines were operated
from the 1890's to the 1920's
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Westward aerial oblique view of the highwall at the abandoned Plachek surface mine near the Big Horn
mine (April 1978).

General view of subsidence features (foreground), abandoned strip mine (left background), and Big
Horn surface mine along the Tongue River (center and left background). Dragline-dumped spoil piles in
old abandoned strip mine.
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Northwestward view of a large tension crack at the margin of a subsidence depression. Local pits to the
right of the crack occur above individual underground mine openings. Snow and water accumulate in
the larger cracks, which in turn enlarges the cracks by erosion.
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Subsidence pit above the Old Monarch mine showing connecting underground cavity. Fencepost, about
2 m long, was left dangling in mid-air by collapse at the time of this photo. The road from which
photograph was taken collapsed in 1974 and had to be filled and graded in order to be used again. The
cavity is migrating upward by intermittent collapse (stoping) of the mine roof. Original mine workings
are estimated to be about 10 m below the surface. Note that the ground above and behind the pit
appears to be unaffected by a large cavity only 2 m below, except that plant growth within about 25 cm
of the rim is retarded due to the effects of soil dewatering.

Potential Future Damage Impacts
Although many areas of the state have already had mitigation projects designed to reduce or remove
the impacts from underground mining and subsidence, subsidence may still occur in some areas. The
dollar impact is difficult to predict.

Proposed Sheridan County Mitigation Projects for Mine Subsidence
The State of Wyoming Abandon Mine Lands Division (AML) continues to pursue mitigation of subsurface
subsidence. AML Project 60 specifically requested Statements of Interest and Scopes of Work be
submitted for a multi-year project pursing geotechnical investigation of subsurface subsidence
statewide. The purpose of this Project is to perform investigations to assess the extent, impact, and/or
possible causes of potential, current, and/or ongoing subsidence. Mine fire investigation work may
include, but is not limited to, drilling, geotechnical analyses, geophysical studies, sampling of various
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media, mine fire investigation, and peer review of documents, reports, and/or mitigation designs
prepared by others.


The State of Wyoming also has 2 specific State Statues that provide guidance on Mine
Subsidence Loss Insurance and Reclamation Activities
o Title 35, Public Health and Safety
 Mine Subsidence Loss Insurance WY Stat § 35-11-1301 (through 2012)
 Abandoned Mine Reclamation Program. WY Stat § 35-11-1201 (through 2012)

Summary
PROPERTY AFFECTED: Low
POPULATION AFFECTED: Low
PROBABILITY: Medium
JURISDICTION AFFECTED: unincorporated areas near Sheridan
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Tornado
Summary of Tornado Section Update
•

Updated Tornado damage map and future probability and loss estimates

•

New Section for Mitigation Actions was added which identifies appropriate Tornado
mitigation measures for Sheridan County.

•

This section was reformatted to complement the overall goals of the Sheridan County
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Update

Tornado
Wyoming, lying just west of “tornado alley,” is fortunate to experience less frequent and intense
tornadoes than its neighboring states to the east. However, tornadoes remain a significant hazard in the
state. Tornadoes are the most intense storm on earth having been recorded at velocities exceeding 315
mph. The phenomena results in a destructive rotating column of air ranging in diameter from a few
yards to greater than a mile, usually associated with a downward extension of cumulonimbus cloud.
Tornadoes are classified by their intensity by using the Fujita (F) Scale, with F0 being the least intense
and the F6 being the most intense (Table 1).
According to the Wyoming Climate Atlas, the State of Wyoming ranks 25th in the number of annual
tornadoes (10), 33rd in fatalities (six deaths per million people), 37th in injuries, and 36th in property
damage ($49,339,505) (figure from Wyoming State Geological Survey) in the US from 1950-1994
(excerpted from the Wyoming Climate Atlas).
Table 1: Fujita Scale of Tornado Intensity

Fujita Scale

Wind Speed

Damage

F0

40-72

Light

F1

73-112

Moderate

F2

113-157

Considerable

F3

158-206

Severe

F4

207-260

Devastating

F5

261-318

Incredible

F6

319-379

Inconceivable
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Tornado statistics, especially prior to the 1970s, must be viewed as incomplete since many twisters must
have occurred without being witnessed. Wyoming's open rangelands experience little if any damage
from these storms so many go unreported. In the 1990s, the Internet and Doppler radar increased the
public's awareness of tornadoes with the potential of more being observed and reported. However, the
trend in annual tornadoes has decreased by one third since 1976 and appears to have coincided with a
major hemispheric weather pattern shift, despite the increased reporting based on Doppler radar vortex
(circulation) signatures (excerpted from the Wyoming Climate Atlas).

History
In a database composed of information derived from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s (NOAA) National Climactic Data Center (NCDC), the Wyoming Climate Atlas, and the
Wyoming Office of Homeland Security, there are 10 recorded tornado events in Sheridan County since
1907, with 6 identified as damaging. Damage is defined by those events that resulted in loss of property
or life. Table 2 provides a summary of reported tornadoes including those with associated damage for
Sheridan County. Figure 1 shows the reported tornadoes by county. Table 3 shows tornadoes that
actually caused damage in Sheridan County. A damaging tornado occurs in Sheridan County every 16
years based upon the compiled data. There has been one documented fatality from a tornado in
Sheridan County in 1923. Tornadoes are most likely to occur in May and June, and sometimes July.
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Table 2: Reported tornadoes including those with associated damage in Sheridan County

County

Events

Deaths

Injuries

Sheridan

11.5

1

0

Property
Crop Damage
Damage (Year of (Year of Event
Event USD)
USD)
$41,250

$2,750

Total Damage
(Year of Event
USD)

Total Damage
(2010 USD)

$44,000

$330,289
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Figure 1: Statewide map of reported tornadoes by county and F-Scale Damage
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Table 3: Sheridan County Damaging Tornado Events
County

Location

Sheridan

Lariat

Sheridan

Arvada 5 N

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan 35
WSW

Sheridan

Northwest
Sheridan
County

Date

5/31/1923

5/20/1961

6/7/1968

6/11/1968

7/20/1974

6/15/1984

Estimated Estimated
Deaths Property
Crop
Damage
Damage

Information

$4,000

$0

$27,500

Tornado traveling from west to east
destroyed a granary and shearing shed.

$2,750

$0

$2,750

A tornado destroyed a barn 8 miles
southeast of Sheridan.

$2,750

$0

$2,750

A tornado touched down doing damage to
buildings and trees 25 miles north of
Sheridan.

$2,750

A small tornado touched down in a
campsite causing damage to facilities and
trees.

$2,750

An unusual tornado formed near the ridge
of the northern Big Horn Mountains west of
Dayton and ripped down briefly along a
slope. Over 30 acres of trees were broken
off about 6 feet off the ground.

$4,000

0

$27,500

0

0

0

Fujita Scale

A funnel shaped cloud left a path 300 yards
wide and two miles long; killing one man,
some livestock and causing an estimated
$4,000 damage.

1

0

Total
Estimated
Damage

$2,750

$0

$2,750

F1
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Analysis and Impacts
Although counties have been effected to lesser and greater extents by tornado intensity, frequency, and
damage, they nevertheless have struck every county in Wyoming, thus proving to be a considerable
danger. In 2010 dollars, Sheridan County ranks 16th out of 23 counties for reported damage (Table 2 and
Figure 2). Table 5 presents tornado events by county from 1907-2003).
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Figure 2: Tornado Damage by County in 2004 USD (1907 - 2003)
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Table 5: Tornado Events by County (1907 - 2006)48
County

Number of Events

Laramie

82.3 (crossed 3 counties)

Campbell

71

Goshen

51.3 (crossed 3 counties)

Converse

37

Platte

32.3 (crossed 3 counties)

Natrona

31

Niobrara

31

Crook

30

Big Horn

23

Albany

21

Carbon

16

Sweetwater

16

Fremont

15

Weston

15

Johnson

13.5 (crossed 2 counties)

Sheridan

11.5 (crossed 2 counties)

Park

7

Lincoln

6

Washakie

6

Hot Springs

2

Sublette

2

Uinta

2

Teton

1

TOTAL

523

Historical data demonstrates that tornadoes will continue to occur occasionally in Sheridan County.
Based upon the historic record, one will occur every 16 years on average. The worst case historic
tornado caused $27,500 in damage 1961, or $174,000 in 2004 dollars. This should be considered to be
the high end for damage from a future event, but the potential for more damaging tornadoes exists.
Because of the random nature of tornadoes it is difficult to predict where the next one will hit, or how
damaging it will be. The 2011 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan estimates loss potential
from a tornado in Sheridan County at $174,000 with a chance of 11 to 1 tornados occurring every 16
years.

48

2011 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, Chapter 16: Tornado
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Proposed Sheridan County Mitigation Projects for Earthquakes


Encourage residents, businesses and schools to purchase NOAA weather radios.

Summary
PROPERTY AFFECTED: Medium
POPULATION AFFECTED: Medium
PROBABILITY: Low
JURISDICTION AFFECTED: All
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Wildland Fire
Summary of Wildland Fire Section Update


Expansion of definition of 'Wildland Fire'



New expanded wildland history section which includes two detailed tables capturing
recent wildland fire events and the presentation of a 2002 newspaper article highlighting
the evacuation of the Town of Dayton from a threating wildland fire event.



Updated Wildland History Table for Sheridan County and Jurisdictions



Reorganization of 2009 Wildland Fire Impacts into a detailed analysis section that
presents data in narrative, figures, and table format for a comprehensive detailed impact
hazard profile for Sheridan County.



New Wildland Fire Risk Analysis for Sheridan County based on the Economic Profile
System-Human Dimensions Toolkit (EPS-HDT).



Incorporation of 2013 Wildland Fire Team input on historic and detailed analysis for
Sheridan County



New Section incorporating the 2009 Sheridan County Wildland Fire Mitigation Plan. This
detailed section presents each rural fire district wildland fire risk, specific wildland fire
hazard type, and mitigation action.



New Section highlighting the Wyoming State Forestry Division Wildland Fire Mitigation
Efforts in Sheridan County

Wildland Fire
Sheridan County, because of its semi-arid climate, available fuels and rural character, is vulnerable to
catastrophic wildland fires. As defined by the National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC), a “wildland fire”
is any non-structure fire, other than prescribed fire, that occurs in the wildland. The term
“wildland/urban interface” or WUI is widely used within the wildland fire management community and
is commonly describe as the zone where man-made buildings are constructed close to or within a
boundary of natural terrain and fuel, where high potential for wildland fires exists. The WUI zone poses
a tremendous risk to life, property, and infrastructure in associated communities and is one of the most
dangerous and complicated situations firefighters face49.

49

Sheridan County Wildfire Mitigation Plan, 2009
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As the population and the wildland/urban interface (WUI) in Wyoming increases, the more significant
the risk of wildland fire hazard. The past 100 years of wildland fire suppression has led to heavy
vegetation growth and thus has greatly increased the potential fuel-load for a wildfire to burn. As the
WUI has grown into these densely packed forests, the potential for catastrophic wildland fires has
increased as well.
Sheridan County is proactive in wildland fire monitoring, fighting, protection, and mitigation measures.
There are six rural fire departments and one municipal fire department in the County and each has WUI
concern within their jurisdiction. The Sheridan County Wildfire Mitigation Plan adopted in October 2009
presents detailed information on the six rural fire departments and one municipal fire department in
Sheridan County. This section will present overview information from the 2009 mitigation plan on the
location and wildland fire risk and specific hazards for each of the seven departments and identified
mitigation efforts for known hazards.
There are several wildland fire management agencies in Sheridan County. Below is a list of agencies that
provide support to varying extents through cooperative efforts:
 Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Wyoming Fire Program
 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination (GeoMAC) Wildland Fire Support Maps
 Wyoming Fire Academy
 Wyoming Wildland Fire Plan Action Team
 National Park Service (NPS) Fire Management Program
 US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) Fire Management Branch
 National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC)
 Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Fire and Aviation Management – NIFC
 USDA Forest Service (USFS) Fire and Aviation Management
 Wyoming State Forestry Division

Currently, the principal action plan for the Sheridan County is the Wildland Fire Mitigation Plan which
was formally adopted in October 2009. Sheridan County also has in place a Community Wildfire
Protection Plan which was updated October 4, 2005. This section presents data from multiple plans and
data sources including but not limited to:







The Sheridan County Wildland Fire Mitigation Plan (2009)
Community Wildfire Protection Plan (2004)
Wyoming Statewide Forest Resource Assessment (September 2009)
Wyoming Fire Report (2011)
Wyoming Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment (2002)
The Front Range Redzone Project

The information presented from the Wyoming Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment was
produced by a joint venture of the Wyoming State Forestry Division, the United States Forest Service
(USFS), Bureau of Land Management (BLM), National Park Service (NPS), and other interested parties.
This report contains data and information from The Front Range Redzone Project in Colorado which
developed fire hazard risk maps by incorporating population density against slope, aspect, and fuels.
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The mapping analysis evaluated areas of varying wildfire vulnerability which resulted in a Risk, Hazard,
and Value (RHV) map displaying areas of concern (Redzones) for catastrophic wildland fires (Figure 3).
The Wyoming Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment builds on the work of earlier hazard
methodologies and provides new and updated data to further enhance accuracy and scale.
Other definitions associated with wildland fire risk assessment:
 Aspect: refers to the direction in which a slope faces
 Fuel: consists of combustible material, including vegetation, such as grass, leaves, ground litter,
plants, shrubs, and trees that feed a fire.

History
The wildland fire history for Sheridan County is continually updated by Local, State and Federal agencies.
Sheridan County has experienced several active and damaging wildland fires over the past several years.
In 2006, 2007 and 2012 where active wildland fire years which resulted in over 31,000 acres burned
forest and grass lands (Tables 1 and 2). A detailed history of wildland fire events from 1988-2007 is
presented in table 3. Data for this table was provided from the 2005 Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation
Plan and has been updated from the NOAA National Climatic Data Center wildland fire events database
for the Bighorn Mountain area50. In addition to detailed wildland fire event data figure 1 presents a
newspaper article from November 2003 on a large fire that cause several home evacuations in the Town
of Dayton. This article in the Sheridan Press highlights the dangers of wildland fire in Sheridan County
and the importance of local hazard mitigation measures to protect life and property. .

50

NOAA National Climatic Database Storm Events Database - http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/
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Table 1: Sheridan County Fire Summary Table 2005-201051

TOTALS

51

Year

Number of Fires

Acres Burned

2004

6

1931

2005

19

25.8

2006

74

22,721

2007

83

11,710

2008

14

1,913

2009

12

133.6

2010

16

112.4

2011

19

740.5

2012

52

13.998

295

53,285

Table information provided by the State of Wyoming Sheridan District Forestry Office and Sheridan County Fire Board
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Table 2: Large Scale Wildland Fire Events in 201252
Fire Discovery Incident Name
Fire
Date
Containment
Date

Latitude

Longitude

Final Fire
Acre
Quantity

6/26/12

Cato

06/27

44.475

-106.475

560

7/5/2012

Ash

7/6/2012

44.961265

-106.996078

250

7/10/2012

Cabin Creek

7/13/2012

44.808157

-106.519052

100

07/10/2012

West Prong

07/102012

44.872415

-106.467906

1200

07/13/2012

West Prong 2

07/13/2012

44.8709

-106.48603

900

7/21/2012

Acme

07/22/2012

44.90944

-107.01484

273

07/21/2012

SR #1

07/21/2012

44.77950

-106.57894

635

07/21/2012

SR #2

07/22/2012

44.81978

-106.51081

564

8/7/2012

Mull Draw Creek 8/8/2012

44.987043

-106.328175

266

8/28/2012

8/29/2012

44.708418

-106.495282

2,029

09/21/12

Whitmeyer
Creek
Border

09/23/12

44.9934

-106.1537

5766

11/5/12

East Clear Creek 11/05/12

44.78559

-106.20775

482

Total

52

13,025

Table information provided by the State of Wyoming Sheridan District Forestry Office and Sheridan County Fire Board
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Table 3: Sheridan County Wildfire Event History 1988-200753

County

Park, Teton,
Sweetwater,
Sheridan, Natrona,
Fremont, Albany,
Laramie, Crook,
and Johnson

53

Location

Date

July 03, 1988 0

Number
killed

Estimated Estimated
Number
property
crop
injured
damage
damage

0

Same as 1
July 1988

$0

Total
Total
estimated
estimated
damage
damage
(current
(2004 USD)
year USD)

$0

Information

During the month of July, at least 59
fires were started by lightning from
mostly high-based thunderstorms that
produced little rainfall. These included
very large forest fires such as the
Clover Mist Blaze in Yellowstone
National Park and the Lost Fire over
the Big Horn Mountains of northern
Wyoming. On a week-by-week basis,
the breakdown of lightning fire is as
follows. Before and including the 2nd,
fourteen lightning fires were started.
During the 10th through the 16th, 18
such fires were reported. From the
17th through the 23rd, there were
eight fires. Between the 24th and 30th,
ten lightning blazes occurred. Finally,
on the 31st, there were four fires.
According to the BLM for Wyoming,
3,644.3 acres were torched with an
estimated lost resource value of
$364,430. This does not include the
fires started by lightning in
Yellowstone National Park because this
information is not yet available.

2005 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan and NOAA National Climatic Database Storm Events Database
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County

Location

Number
killed

Date

Estimated Estimated
Number
property
crop
injured
damage
damage

Total
Total
estimated
estimated
damage
damage
(current
(2004 USD)
year USD)

Sheridan,
Campbell, and
Weston

July 11, 1988 0

0

?

$0

$0

Sheridan

July 15, 1988 0

0

$0

?

$0

0

$0

$0

$0

Sheridan

18N Leiter

August 11,
1988

Sheridan

Clearmont

August 22,
1994

Near the
City of
Sheridan

June 1997

Sheridan

0

$300,000

0

0

$0

$300,000

0

$0

$378,310

Information

During the afternoon, lightning from
thunderstorms ignited numerous open
field grass and timber fires. Sheridan
County reported nine such blazes,
including one that torched 1,000 acres.
In the Thunder Basin National
Grasslands, on the border of Campbell
and Weston Counties, fire burned
more than 1,000 acres of combined
federal and private land before being
contained.
Nine open field fires were started by
lightning from a thunderstorm during
the evening. This included a 15-acre
fire in the Big Horn National Forest.
Lightning strikes from thunderstorms
caused two separate grass fires during
the late afternoon. During that same
night, the blazes merged and at least
10,000 acres of grass were torched by
the following day. The fire was
contained during the 12th.
A lightning created fire consumed
15,000 acres north and northeast of
Clearmont.
One grass fire caused by Lightning.
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County

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Sheridan

Location

Near the
City of
Sheridan
Near the
City of
Sheridan
Near the
City of
Sheridan
Near the
City of
Sheridan
Near the
City of
Sheridan
Near the
City of
Sheridan
Near the
City of
Sheridan
Near the
City of
Sheridan
Near the
City of
Sheridan

Number
killed

Date

Estimated Estimated
Number
property
crop
injured
damage
damage

Total
Total
estimated
estimated
damage
damage
(current
(2004 USD)
year USD)

Information

October
1997

0

0

$0

0

$0

2 Grass fires caused by cigarettes

May 1998

0

0

$0

0

$0

4 Brush and tree fires caused by
lightning.

August 1998 0

0

$0

0

$0

9 brush and tree fires caused by
lightning.

September
1998

0

0

$0

0

$0

4 brush and tree fires caused by
lightning.

October
1998

0

0

$0

0

$0

2 brush and tree fires, cause unknown

December
1998

0

0

$0

0

$0

2 grass fires, cause unknown

March 1999 0

0

$0

0

$0

5 grass fires, cause unknown

April 1999

0

0

$0

0

$0

4 brush and grass fires

7/1/2001 to
0
6/30/02

0

$2,200.00

0

$2,200.00

Sheridan Fire/Rescue responded to 34
wild land fires for 7/1/02 to 6/30/02
with minimal damage.
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County

Location

Date

Sheridan

Bighorn
Mountains
Southeast

Sheridan

Southwest 8/10/2007
of the City of to
0
Sheridan
10/21/2007

Number
killed

Estimated Estimated
Number
property
crop
injured
damage
damage

Total
Total
estimated
estimated
damage
damage
(current
(2004 USD)
year USD)

8/22/2006
to
8/26/2006

0

0

0

0

Information

Lightning caused the ignition of the
Outlaw 2 wildfire approximately 20
miles southwest of Kaycee on Tuesday,
August 22. The fire occurred near a
famed area called Hole-in-the-Wall.
The fire spread rapidly on Wednesday,
August 23, growing from an estimated
300 acres on Tuesday to approximately
10,000 acres by midday Thursday,
August 24. An estimated 12,270 acres
were destroyed by the fire. One
outbuilding and a restored historic
cabin dating to early Wyoming history
in the 19th century were consumed by
the fire. The cost of the firefighting
efforts reached $800,000.
A lightning caused wildfire burned
4,827 acres 15 miles southwest of
Sheridan. The fire burned from
approximately August 10th to August
21st and consisted mostly of Lodgepole
Pine.

* Table includes lightning events that have caused wildfires in Sheridan County
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Figure 1: News Article from November 2003 about dangerous wildland fire that caused the evacuation of several
homes in the Town of Dayton.
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Figure 1 continued:
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Analysis and Impacts
The data presented in this section presents a risk assessment that was based on variable natural conditions and 2000
and 2010 census data. Insect and disease damage in the Bighorn National Forest has been increasing in Sheridan County
since 200154. Impacts of increased fuel loads from insect kill can be observed both visually and through fuel load
mapping. Figure 2 presents a fuel map for Sheridan County. This map is currently presented in the Sheridan County
Wildland Fire Mitigation Plan (2009) and presents fuel typing for years 2004-2005 and does not reflect the Little Goose
fire which modified the fuels along Stumpy Ridge reducing more than 3,000 acres of fuels in that area. In 2002 the
Wyoming State Forestry Division developed the Wild Urban Interface Hazard Assessment for the State of Wyoming. The
Assessment focused on comparing values such as slope, vegetation, housing density, and aspect and developing a
Geographic Information System (GIS) tool to conduct a detailed comparison assessment for wildland fire risk that could
be interpreted for Sheridan County. The result of the detailed comparison analysis served two purposes: assisting in
prioritizing and planning mitigation projects and creating a communications tool to which agencies can relate to
common information and data. The final output of the GIS mapping analysis resulted in a Risk, Hazard, and Value (RHV)
map displaying areas of concern (Redzones) for catastrophic wildland fires. Figure 3 presents the Redzone map for
Sheridan County.
Another method that was originally used in the 2009 Sheridan County Multi-Hazard Mitigation plan for estimating
potential future impact was to determine the value of structures that are located within Redzones, or wildland fire
building exposure values. Wildland fire building exposure value is the value of buildings that can be potentially
damaged by wildland fire in an area. Building exposure values are based on Census Block level data from HAZUS. The
methodology utilized to conduct this analysis is similar to that used to model flood exposure described in the 2009
Sheridan County Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan flood chapter. Figure 4 presents building exposure values in the
thousands of dollars for Sheridan County. Total estimated exposure value for the county from the 2009 HAZUS analysis
is, $389,974,746.90. This value is considered relevant because census block values have not fluctuated significantly
since the 2009 analysis.
This plan update utilized a third risk analysis method for Sheridan County. A detailed risk assessment was generated for
Sheridan County using the Economic Profile System-Human Dimensions Toolkit (EPS-HDT)55 which is supported by the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), United States Forest Service (USFS), and Headwaters Economics. BLM and USFS
have made significant financial and intellectual contributions to the operation and content of EPS-HDT. Headwaters
Economics is an independent, nonprofit research group with the mission to improve community development and land
management decisions in the West. Utilizing this tool a user can produce detailed socioeconomic reports of counties,
states, and regions, including custom aggregations. EPS-HDT uses published statistics from federal data sources,
including Bureau of Economic Analysis and Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce; and Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. Results from the EPS-HTD analysis can be found in descriptive narratives and by
reviewing the detailed figures and tables in the following section (Tables 4-7, Figures 5-10).

54
55

Sheridan County Wildfire Mitigation Plan, 2009
Headwaters Economics, http://headwaterseconomics.org/wildfire
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Figure 2: Fuel Typing for Years 2004-2005

Overall Hazard Ranking

Color

Fuel Hazard Rating

Crop Land

Green

Varies

Low

Yellow

Low

Moderate

Orange

Moderate
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High

Red

High
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Figure 3: Sheridan County Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment Risk, Hazard, and Value (RVH) Map
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Figure 4: Building Exposure HAZUS Map
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In 2010, The West had the largest percent of the WUI with homes (16.3%), and Sheridan County had the
smallest (7.8%) (Table 4 and Figure 5). Table 4 presents the evaluation of the wildland urban interface
(WUI) for the 11 western continental states and Sheridan County, showing both square miles and the
proportion of the WUI that has been developed and how much remains to be developed.





Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI): The EPS-HTD analysis that is referenced for this plan update
defines WUI as private forestlands that are within 500 meters of public forestlands. The analysis
focused on adjacency to public forests since roughly 70% of western forests are publicly-owned
and since wildfire is a natural disturbance in these forests, creating a potential risk to adjacent
private lands. In this report, the term “wildland-urban interface” (WUI) is sometimes used
interchangeably with “fire-prone lands.”
WUI Area with Homes: the square miles of private forest lands within 500 meters of public
forestlands that are occupied by homes.
WUI Area without Homes: the square miles of private forest lands within 500 meters of public
forestlands without homes. These lands have the potential to be developed.

Table 4: Wildland Urban Interface (Square Miles)
Sheridan County, WY

West

15

23,596

WUI Area with Homes

1

3,837

WUI Area without Homes

14

19,759

WUI Area with Homes

7.8%

16.3%

WUI Area without Homes

92.2%

83.7%

Total WUI Area

Percent of Total
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Figure 5: Wildland Urban Interface Comparison of Areas with and without Homes

According to the detailed risk assessment which was generated for Sheridan County using the Economic
Profile System-Human Dimensions Toolkit (EPS-HDT)56, Sheridan County was in the 50 percentile in the
West when ranked by existing risk (the amount of forested land where homes have already been built
next to public lands). In 2010, Sheridan County was in the 48 percentile in the West when ranked by
future potential risk (Figure 6) (the area of undeveloped, forested private land bordering fire-prone
public lands). The County was also in the 70 percentile in the state when ranked by existing risk (the
amount of forested land where home have already been build next to public lands) (Figure 7). The
geographies are ordered within the eleven western states in both absolute and percentile rankings.




56

Existing Risk: Counties are ranked by the number of acres of forested land where homes have
already been built next to public lands. For example, the west-wide rank may show that a
county ranks 1st among the 413 western counties. This would indicate that the county has the
highest "existing risk" (i.e., the 100th percentile). The state-wide rank for another county may
show that it ranks 45th among the 50 counties within its state. This would indicate that the
county has a low "potential risk" (i.e., the 10th percentile) relative to other counties in the same
state.
Potential Risk: Counties are ranked by the number of acres of undeveloped, forested private
land bordering fire-prone public lands.

Headwaters Economics, http://headwaterseconomics.org/wildfire
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Figure 6: Sheridan County’s Overall Ranking when compared to 11 other Western Stated for Existing
and Potential WUI Risk.

Figure 7: Sheridan County’s State Ranking for Existing and Potential Wildland Fire Risk

Overall Sheridan County is well below the West percentage for homes built in the WUI (Table 5, Figure
8). Only 8% of homes built in Sheridan County where considered in the WUI, 92% of built homes are
built outside of the WUI. This is a reflection of good community planning and zoning in Sheridan County
(Figure 9). Table 6 presents the total number of homes compared to the subset of homes in the WUI
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and how many of those homes are permanent or second homes. The key finding in this particular
analysis result is the number of second homes built in the WUI. The majorities of second homes in
Sheridan County have been built in the WUI, 55%. These homes are at risk for future potential property
loss due to wildland fire events (Figure 10). This finding has also been noted to by the Wildland Fire
Planning team and mitigation actions have been identified to lessen the chance of loss of life and due to
a wildland fire event. In additional to local fire district efforts to provide firefighting efforts in the case
of an event, it is up to individual property owners to take action to prevent property loss and the rapid
spread of wildland fires through the clearing of vegetation around structures and adopting Firewise
techniques. The second homes have also been identified as being occupied when the wildland fire risk is
highest in Sheridan County by the Wildland Fire Planning Team so actions to prevent and protect life and
property are critical for the developed areas in the WUI. There is also a correlation to the EPS-HTD
analysis regarding Second Home Percentage within the WIU and the 2009 Sheridan County Wildland Fire
Mitigation Plan hazard risk assessment for the community of Story. Second Homes is defined by the
EPS-HTD analysis as residences used only in certain seasons, for weekends, or other occasional uses
throughout the year, in this case, Sheridan County WUI communities are occupied during the summer
months when wildfire risk is highest.
Table 5: Wildland-Urban Interface (Square Miles)
Sheridan County

West

Total WUI Area

15

23,596

WUI Area with
Homes

1

3,837

WUI Area without
Homes

14

19,759

WUI Area with
Homes

7.8%

16.3%

WUI Area without
Homes

92.2%

83.7%

Percent of Total
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Figure 8: Number of Homes Built Inside the Wildland Urban Interface in Sheridan County in
comparison to 11 other Western States

Figure 9: Sheridan County Wildland Urban Interface Areas With and Without Homes
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Table 6: Sheridan County, WY - West-Wide and State-Wide County Rankings
West-Wide Rank by Existing Risk

209 of 414

West-Wide Rank by Potential Risk

216 of 414

State-Wide Rank by Existing Risk

7 of 23

State-Wide Rank by Potential Risk

11 of 23

Figure 10: Second Homes Built in the Wildland Urban Interface

Sheridan County Rural Fire Districts Hazard Risk and Mitigation Efforts
There are seven fire districts in Sheridan County. Each department has wildland-urban interface areas of
concern within their jurisdiction (Figure 11). The 2009 Wildland Fire Mitigation Plan for Sheridan County
supports the original mission and goals listed in the 2004 Sheridan County Community Wildfire
Protection Plan. The mission of the plan is to reduce the risk to life, property, and natural resources from
wildland fire. Below are the well-defined goals stated in the 2009 plan:
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Protect potential losses of life, property and natural resources from wildfire and provide
for the safety of the wildland firefighter.
Build and maintain active participation from each Fire Protection District
Set realistic expectations for reducing wildfire risk
Identify and prioritize actions for fire protection
Continue to support the myriad partnerships between communities and local, state and
federal agencies to lessen the chances of catastrophic wildfires in Sheridan County
Decrease fire risk in the urban interface(s) by implementing key projects identified in the
Community Fire Plan planning process
Access and utilize federal and other grant dollars
Identify incentives for fire protection and community participation; Promote visible
projects and program successes

Table 7 summarizes the wildland fire area, risk, hazard, and mitigation action for each fire district and
area of concern outside the jurisdictions of the fire protection districts. Additional details regarding the
seven fire districts and mitigation actions can be found in the 2009 Sheridan County Wildland Fire
Mitigation Plan.
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Figure 11: Sheridan County Fire District Map
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Table 7: Sheridan County Fire Districts specific Hazard Areas, Risk, and Mitigation Actions57

Big Horn Fire Protection District
Area

Red Grade

Little Goose
Ranch

Big Horn Area

Knode-Powder
Horn
Subdivisions

Risk

Hazard

Mitigation

High

Cured grassy fields can spread fire
rapidly enhanced by the slope.
Brush areas around structures
make control difficult

Clearing around structures of brush and keep the
grass cleared around structures.

Moderate

Brush Fields south of the ranch
burned 2007. North of the ranch
the fields remain. Regrowth in 20
years.

Clearing around structures and fuel breaks.

Brush fields along Little Goose
Creek. Heavy brush could burn
Moderate to
during drought periods and the Fall,
High
Winter (no snow during a Chinook)
and spring before green up.

Low-High

Clearing around structures and fuel breaks.

Brush fields along Little Goose
Creek. Grassy steep slopes that
Clearing around structures. Education of landowners.
make accessibility difficult. Area
has experienced several fires.

Clearmont Fire Protection District
Area

Risk

Town of
Clearmont

57

Moderate

Hazard

Mitigation

Weeds, cattails, and other burnable
Cleanup and removal of fuels along the ditches
items along the south and west sides of
earlier in the Fall.
town and ditch.

2009 Sheridan County Wildland Fire Mitigation Plan
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Railway

Lightning

Coal Seams

High

Prevention b the railroad thru maintaining of the
Blown out sparks, brake and bearing
trains and fire guards. Reporting of problem
problems, work on the rails, possible hot
areas by the District fire staff of concerns to the
coal in cars.
proper railroad personnel.

High - During
JulyDry cured grass and low moisture
September and content sagebrush and dry dead timber
drought
in timbered areas.
conditions
Moderate Lightning and
Wildland Fires

After curing of grasses the ignitions
probability goes up during windy
periods.

Education of landowners to clear vegetation
around structures after vegetation has cured

Working with representatives from the State in
mining areas and removal of fuels in the other
areas not managed by the State.

Dayton Fire Protection District
Area

Risk

Town and
Moderate to
surrounding
High
area of Dayton

Eaton Guest
Ranch

Southwest of
Dayton, west of
Hwy. 14 the
subdivision
along the face
of the Bighorn
Mountains

Hazard

Mitigation

During droughts and Fall brush and
Education and the creation and maintaining of fuel
trees that have not been cleared
breaks, along with clearing around structures (100away under strong down canyon
200 feet).
winds

During droughts and Fall brush and
trees that have not been cleared Education and the creation and maintaining of fuel
Moderate to
away under strong down canyon breaks, along with clearing around structures (100High
winds. One way in and out road
200 feet).
system.

High to
Extreme

High hazard to trees that have not
been cleared away from structures
Education and the creation and maintaining of fuel
under strong down and up canyon
breaks, along with clearing around structures (100winds. One way in and out road
200 feet). Look at the road system and water source.
system. Lack of water for
suppression.

Sheridan Area Rural Fire District
Area

Risk

Hazard

Mitigation
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Brush and timber along creeks and
Clearing of brush (100 feet minimum) around
Moderate to ungrazed grasses not cleared away
structures. Removal of vegetation up to structures.
Creek Bottoms
from structures. Driveways that
High
Clearing out of driveways of close vegetation.
are blocked by brush.
Railways

Moderate to
High

Trains starting the fires due to
equipment failure.

Fire guards and proper maintenance to equipment.

SAWS water

Moderate to
High

During drought periods. Large
inaccessible areas above water
treatment.

Suppression and breaking up the timber to limit fire
size.

Hazard

Mitigation

Story Fire District
Area

Risk

Promoting more education and information to the
Story in the
Timber that needs thinning and
landowners. Even the summer population. Fuels
inhabited areas Moderate to pruning. Brush and new growth of
treatment by pruning and removing extra trees.
throughout the
pines that provides ladder fuels for
High
Removing brush around the structures using the 100
area
crown fires.
foot plus rule.
Ungrazed areas Moderate to
of Story
High

Moncrieffe
Ridge

Moderate to
High

Fine Fuels - Fast spread of fire.

Treatment around structures

Lots of heavy fuels created
overtime. Spotting ahead of the
fire into Story and trapping
homeowners

Two fold approach - 1. Education and removal of
fuels in Story, 2. Working with landowners to reduce
fuels on Moncrieffe Ridge.

Tongue River Fire District
Area

Risk

Hazard

Mitigation

Railways

Moderate to
High

Trains starting the fires due to
equipment failure.

Fire guards and proper maintenance to equipment.

Large areas of
Moderate to
ungrazed grass
High
(Kerns wildlife)

Fires starting in large ungrazed
open area allowing it to develop a Work with area ranchers to develop some fire breaks.
lard head of fire coming on to
This need to be studied more.
private lands
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City of Sheridan
Area

Residential

Risk

Hazard

Mitigation

High

Areas along the northwest edge of the
City and areas to the south along Little
Goose Creek.

Educating Homeowners about defensible space

Areas of Concern Outside the Existing Fire Districts
Area

Risk

Hazard

Mitigation

High

Older forest to the east with
steep slopes could fuel a very
hot and intense fire under
extreme weather conditions
(hot and dry).

Clearing around the site to remove trees preventing
crown fire from approaching the site needs 100, 200,
and 300 foot defensible space treatment to disperse
heat.

Moderate

Older forest with blow down in
areas meadows are safe for
before they are cured.

Defensible space around structures

Burgess
Junction Area

High to
Moderate

Limited hazard but a structure
fire could promote more
structure being lost because of
spread of through the
vegetation.

Bear Lodge and trailer park are the primary concern,
defensible space around structures.

Little Horn
Cabins

High

Older forest on the south and
east plus brush

Defensible space and removal of timber.

Electronic Site
in the Bosin
Rock Area on
the Bighorn
National Forest
Lands.
Big Goose
private in
holdings

Wyoming State Forestry Division, Wildland Fire Mitigation Efforts
The Wyoming State Forestry Division, which is a division of the Office of State Lands and Investments
manages and assists residents in Sheridan County by acquiring State and Federal grant dollars which can
be used to mitigate the risks of wildland fires. The Division in collaboration with the United States
Forest Service (USFS) manages the Western States Wildland Urban Interface grant58. The Western
States Wildland Urban Interface grant has utilized over $180,000 in the community of Story located in
58

State of Wyoming Forestry Division, Western State Wildland Urban Interface Grant Cost-Share Practices and
Rates
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the foot of the Bighorn Mountains to mitigate 330 acres from May 2004 to September 2013 (Figure 12).
Wyoming State Forestry Division has also provided oversight and guidance to Sheridan County and the
Story Fire Protection District who were sub-recipients of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA) grant funds in 2009. Wildland Fire mitigation projects completed with ARRA grant funds totaled
over $133,000 and mitigated over 15 acres (Table 8). An additional important funding source for
fighting wildland fires in Sheridan County is the State of Wyoming Emergency Fire Suppression Account,
funded by the State of Wyoming Legislature. The Emergency Fire Suppression Account will cover
expenditures for the actual costs of suppressing emergency fires for participating counties (State Statute
36-1-401).59
Figure 12: Wildland Fire Mitigation Projects in the community of Story, WY

DEFENSIBLE SPACE - Thinning, pruning, and fuels removal, as prescribed by the Wildfire Mitigation Plan written by
a Resource Professional, in a circular area not less than 100 feet from the exterior of a residence or business
structure. Defensible Space Rate can also be used for planned construction site of a residence or business
structure.
FUEL TREATMENT - Thinning, pruning, and fuel removal in areas other than the defensible space described above,
as prescribed by the Wildfire Mitigation Plan written by a Resource Professional. Slash shall be removed from the
site, chipped or piled for burning.
FUEL BREAK - Thinning, pruning, and fuel removal in key areas identified by a Resource Professional and Wildfire
Mitigation Plan. Key areas being those identified to support wildland firefighting suppression actions. Slash shall
be removed from the site, chipped or piled for burning. Fuel breaks shall be at least 3 contiguous acres in area to
qualify.
59

State of Wyoming State Statute, Title 36, Article 4 – Emergency Fire Suppression Account
(http://legisweb.state.wy.us/statutes/statutes.aspx?file=titles/Title36/T36CH1AR4.htm)
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Sheridan County Fuel Mitigation Project, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)60
The Sheridan County Fuel Mitigation Project occurred in three phases and targeted areas in Dayton,
Wolf, and Story which are Sheridan County communities that have been identified as high hazard risk
areas in the Sheridan County Wildland Fire Mitigation Plan 2009 (Table 8 and Figures 13-16). The
objectives for each area are discussed in detail in the Wyoming State Forestry Division Report titled,
Sheridan County, WY Fuel Mitigation Narrative, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).
Sheridan County was the sub-recipient of grant funds and administered the project in cooperation with
Wyoming State Forestry Division and the private landowners involved. Figures show the importance of
fuel reduction measures to protect structures from wildland fire risks in Sheridan County.
Table 8: American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Fuel Mitigation Projects in Sheridan County, WY
Sheridan County Project Number 10-003 Town of Dayton Fire Breaks
$31,215.00
Sheridan County Project Number 10-001

Eaton Ranch Wildland Fire
Breaks

Story Demonstration Projects

$82,000
$16, 280.00

Sheridan County Project Number 10-004

Eby Street

Sheridan County Project Number 10-005

Ponderosa Subdivision

$4,076

Figure 13: Before and After photos of Project Number 10-003

60

Sheridan County, WY Fuel Mitigation Narrative, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), Wyoming
State Forestry Division.
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Figure 14: Before and After photos of Project Number 10-001

Figure 15: Before and After photos of Project Number 10-004
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Figure 16: Before and After photos of Project Number 10-005

Summary
PROPERTY AFFECTED: Low
POPULATION AFFECTED: Medium
PROBABILITY: Low
JURISDICTION AFFECTED: County
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Winter Storm and Blizzards
Summary of Winter Storm and Blizzards Section Update
•

New Section for Mitigation Actions was added which identifies appropriate Winter Storm
and Blizzards mitigation measures for Sheridan County.

•

This section was reformatted to complement the overall goals of the Sheridan County
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Update

Winter Storm and Blizzards
Severe winter storms affect far more people in Wyoming than their summer counterparts, even though
they are inherently less violent. Blizzard conditions bring the triple threat of heavy snowfall, strong
winds and low temperatures. Poor visibility and huge snowdrifts are major hazards caused by blowing
snow. These storms disrupt work, make travel difficult or impossible, isolate communities, kill livestock
by the hundreds or thousands and sometimes leave human fatalities in their wake.
Data show that Lake Yellowstone and Lander lead the state in frequency of major snowstorms with an
average of about five such days per year. The time of year when they experience these storms, however
is quite different. At Lake Yellowstone and throughout most of western Wyoming, major snowstorms
strike most often in the mid-winter months. At Lander and most other parts of the state (excluding the
high mountains) major snowstorms hit with greatest frequency in March and April. The springtime
snowstorm peak is particularly destructive for ranchers because it coincides with calving and lambing
seasons. Damaging winter weather has occurred in October as well.

History
The winter storm history in Sheridan County extends from 1886 to present. Sheridan County has a
winter storm of significance about every 2.6 years, based on 45 events during a 118 year period. There
have been a few winter storms in the county that have caused great damage, economic impact, and
brought about change in livestock practices. A complete history of storms that caused damage,
significant closure of highways, and/or impacts to the livestock industry is in Table 1. The data were
derived from the monthly Storm Data reports from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) National Climatic Data Center (NCDC). Other sources are unpublished reports from the
Wyoming Office of Homeland Security, newspaper accounts, and periodicals from public libraries. One
of the most significant storms is described below.
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The worst late spring blizzard ever to hit Wyoming battered the northern part of the state for three days
between April 24-27, 1984. The northeast section was the hardest hit as snowfalls of 2 to 3 feet were
whipped into 15 to 20 foot drifts by 65 mph winds. A rancher near Wright and one near Sundance died
of exposure as they were stranded hauling hay to their livestock. All of northeast Wyoming was
effectively shut down for two days by the blizzard. The major damage occurred to the livestock industry
as over 200,000 sheep and cattle perished in the storm. Some ranchers lost up to 95 percent of their
sheep, and up to 50 percent of their cattle. Contributing factors to the very high losses were a large
number of the sheep had recently been shorn, the livestock were well into the spring lambing and
calving season, and finally, the storm started as cold rain that changed to wet snow. In addition, the
weight of the record-breaking snow damaged many roofs, and high winds of 50 to 65 mph blew down
quite a few structures. In retrospect, the blizzard of 84 will go down in the record books as the worst
late spring blizzard ever in Wyoming, incurring over $100,000,000 in damage ($181 million in 2004 USD).
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Table 1: Sheridan County Winter Storms 1886-2000
Location

County Start Date

End Date

Statewide

Statewide 1886

1887

Statewide

Statewide 1888-Jan-11 13 Jan 1888

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

Several

great loss
of life

Several

Information

Loss of 50%
Snow,
of livestock
Blizzard
operations

The winter of 1886 to 1887 was the earliest severe economic disruption.
The snow that winter came early and grew very deep. Then, a freak thaw
turned much of this to water. As cold weather moved back in, this froze
into a crust of ice, which prevented cattle getting through to the forage
underneath. These conditions, accompanied by blizzard of unusual
severity, caused a loss of more than 50% among the State's livestock
operations. The snow was 6 feet deep on the level between Mountain
Home and Woods Landing. On February 12, 1887 the storms were still
raging over the State, and the snow was packed so hard that stages could
drive over it. Trains were stalled on their tracks. The winter sounded the
death knell of the open range cattle business as it had been during
previous years. The real disaster to cattlemen had been in the winter of
1886 which has been called "The Equalizer". My father a boy of 8 at the
time recalls the spring of 1887. In certain sheltered area he and
companions amused themselves stepping from one carcass to another
without ever setting foot to the ground.

Thousands Snow,
of cattle
Blizzard

This blizzard covered a number of states. The combination of strong
winds, snow and rapid temperature drops made it very dangerous. Loss
of life was great and thousands of cattle died.
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Location

County Start Date

1931-Mar25

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

28-Mar-1931 2

Snow,
Blizzard

This blizzard covered several states. Temperatures dropped rapidly.
Strong winds drifted snow badly, blocking highways for several days. Two
people died in Wyoming.

27-Mar-1950 1

Snow,
Wind

Heavy snow and strong winds covered much of several states, including
Wyoming. Snowfall up to 60 inches fell in Wyoming. There was
widespread damage to power lines and many cars and trains were
stranded. Drifts were up to 16 feet and one person died in the state.

Snow,
Blizzard

This blizzard covered several states, including Wyoming. Up to 11 inches
of snow fell with winds to 65 mph and temperatures below zero. There
were four deaths in Wyoming.

Snow

Heavy snow fell over several states, including Wyoming. Drifts were from
10 to 25 feet deep and many motorists were trapped in cars or snow
bound in towns.

Statewide

Statewide

Statewide

1950-MarStatewide
25

Statewide

Statewide 1955-Feb-18 20-Feb-1955 4

Statewide

Statewide

1957-Mar22

Information

25-Mar-1957

Snow accompanied by high winds began early afternoon and continued

Statewide

Statewide 1961-Oct-28

5

4

$27,500

$0

Snow,
through the evening. Three people were killed and four were injured in
Heavy and
auto accidents caused by low visibility. Two hunters were lost and died in
high winds the storm.
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Location

Statewide

County Start Date

End Date

Statewide 1965-Sep-15 17-Sep-1965 0

Niobrara, Platte,
Carbon, Natrona,
Sheridan, Albany,
Eastern
Laramie, Weston,
1967-Apr-29 30-Apr-1967 0
Wyoming
Crook, Converse,
Campbell and
Goshen

Statewide

Statewide

1973-Mar13

14-Mar-1973 0

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

Information

$2,750,000 C

A cold wave moved over the state the evening of the 15th and caused
considerable damage to crops, trees, power and phone lines, stopped
Snow,
much of the transportation by closing roads, caused an estimated 5%
shrinkage in marketable livestock and a few death losses in livestock.
heavy;
Severe cold Temperature dropped quite low for so early in the season and the heavy
(18"-22") band of snow from the southwest part of the state to the
northeast part was by far the heaviest so early in the season.

0

$275,000

C

Snow,
Heavy

Heavy snowstorm began early evening spreading over eastern Wyoming
with strong winds. Considerable damage was done to power and phone
lines. Highways were blocked with travel halted. Stockmen in northeast
quarter of the state lost stock especially newborn calves and lambs.

0

$275,000

C

Snow,
Blizzard

Heavy snow and strong winds blanketed the state, with roads, streets,
and farms and ranches blocked. There were numerous power and
communications outages as well as livestock losses.

0
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Location

County Start Date

1975-Mar27

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

Statewide

Statewide

28-Mar-1975 0

Statewide

Most of
1975-Dec-31 1-Jan-1976
Wyoming

0

0

0

Information

$2,750,000 C

Snow,
Blizzard

A severe blizzard with winds 40 to 50 mph and gusts to 75 mph, snow
and temperatures down to 0 degrees started the morning of the 27th
and continued to the evening of the 28th. Highways were blocked and
some people stranded for varying times but all rescued. Some damage to
signs, windows, trees, etc., but most damage to livestock, especially new
born, and to cows (udders frostbitten, etc.). The storm was most severe
over the eastern half of the state and most of the damage was there also.

$275,000

Snow,
Blizzard

Heavy snow with strong winds began early on December 31, 1975 and
continued through most of the State through most of the storm.
Livestock losses were minimal and most of the damage is attributed to
loss of time, cars stuck, rescue missions and snow removal.

$0
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Location

Statewide

County Start Date

End Date

Statewide 1977-Nov-16 19-Nov-1977 1

Big Horn,
Campbell,
Converse, Crook, Central
Johnson, Natrona, and East
1978-MaySheridan,
portions
7-May-1978 0
04
Washakie,
of
Weston, Hot
Wyoming
Springs, and
Niobrara

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

0

?

$275,000

$0

$11,753,000 C

Information

Snow,
Wind

Snow with large accumulations entered the state the afternoon on the
16th, accompanied by very cold temperatures. Some blowing and drifting
caused hazardous driving conditions in many areas. The snow ended by
the morning of the 18th but was quickly followed by strong, gusty,
westerly winds which moved the large amounts of loose snow into
ground blizzards with severe problems on highways, ranches, etc. One
man was killed at Rawlins as he tried to walk into town along the
interstate from the west. Numerous people were stranded along the
highways and in towns and ranches until the roads were opened.

Snow
storm

This late spring snowstorm dumped 15 to 32 inches of wet heavy snow
over much of central and eastern Wyoming including 11 counties (Big
Horn, Campbell, Converse, Crook, Johnson, Natrona, Sheridan, Washakie,
Weston, Hot Springs, and Niobrara). Extensive damage to crops and
livestock was estimated at $11,743,890. Numerous local power outages
were reported. Many county and state roads were closed, especially in
the Laramie area. Interstate 80 was closed west of Cheyenne for nearly
two days.
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Location

Statewide

Statewide

County Start Date

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

Statewide 1978-Dec-05 7-Dec-1978

0

Statewide 1979-Jan-01 31-Jan-1979 0

0

0

$275,000

$0

$2,500,000 C

Information

This very heavy snow storm dumped over a foot of snow across much of
the state causing road and airport closures in many areas throughout the
Snow, High state. Winds gusting to 75 mph caused extensive blowing and drifting
snow, stopping both local and interstate travel. This storm isolated
Wind
livestock from ranchers, contributing to subsequent substantial losses of
cattle and sheep in Wyoming.

Numerous heavy snows combined with prolonged extremely cold
temperatures have caused widespread damage across much of Wyoming
during the month of January. Estimated loss of 2700 sheep and 2000
cattle with projected losses of calves and lambs to 35,000 head are
Snow; Cold
reported. Also, numerous towns and communities across the state have
extensive damages to their water systems due to frozen water mains and
sewer systems. Emergency Winter Storm Relief Aid of $2.5 million is
currently being asked for by the State.
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Location

Statewide

Statewide

County Start Date

Statewide 1980-Jan-10

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

0

Statewide 1980-Jan-25 27-Jan-1980 4

0

?

Information

Much of the state was paralyzed. Freak thunderstorms occurred in
Casper, Riverton, and Lander areas. Roads were closed and some
motorists stranded. Interstate 25 from Laramie to the Utah state line was
closed by winds approaching 80mph in south-central Wyoming. An
estimated 60 vehicles were in the ditch along I-80 west of Rawlins.
Reported 90 mph winds in Medicine Bow blew out car and truck
windows and a large window in a cafe. Many schools were closed.

?

Snow

?

Snow and blowing snow from the morning of the 25th to the evening of
the 27th swept across Wyoming dumping a record 11 inches of snow on
Cheyenne in a 12-hour period. Heavy snow and slick road surfaces due to
bitter cold temperatures closed many highways and interstates, including
I-80 from the Nebraska state line to Rock Springs. Near Bitter Creek Hill,
38 miles east of Rock Springs, 21 cars and trucks were involved in a pileup on the afternoon of the 25th. Two men were killed at 1900 MST on
the 26th, 9 miles east of Powell when the driver lost control, ejecting
both men. One fatality occurred on the 27th at 11:30 a.m. on I-80 near
Snow,
Rock Springs when a car slowed down because of poor visibility and slick
roads and the truck driver, trailing the vehicle, failed to slow down in
Heavy,
bitter cold time and crushed the back end of the car in which the victim was riding.
A man died about 1245 MST on the 27th when the flatbed truck he was
driving 95 miles south of Gillette jack-knifed on a left-hand curve and
rolled on its top. Schools in Cheyenne were closed at noon on Friday and
did not reopen until Wednesday. Most churches in Cheyenne remained
closed on Sunday. Casper thermometers dipped to record lows of -27° on
Saturday, -28° on Sunday night, and -32° Monday morning. Cheyenne
reported temperatures at 0 or below zero for a period of 79 hours.
Weather-related problems may have caused the derailment of 12 empty
freight cars at Point of Rocks at 0645 MST on the 25th.
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Location

Statewide

Fremont,
Natrona,
Sheridan,
Johnson,
Campbell, Crook,
and Weston

County Start Date

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

Statewide 1980-Oct-14 16-Oct-1980 4

1983-Jan-08 9-Jan-1983

0

5

0

?

$2,750

$0

$0

Information

Snow,
blizzard

Snow beginning on the evening of the 14th moved across the state
leaving 13 inches in Laramie and 11 inches in Rawlins. Most other areas
received from 1-3 inches. Some highways were closed on the 16th,
including I-80 between Cheyenne and Walcott Junction (100 miles). One
person was killed and three others injured in a storm-related two-vehicle
accident southwest of Cody on the 15th. The storm apparently
contributed to a light plane crash that killed one man near the airport at
Rock Springs at 2110 MST on the 15th. Blizzard-like conditions were
contributing factors when a freight train plowed into the caboose of a
grain train 13 miles southeast of Laramie about 1600 MST on the 16th,
killing two crew members and injuring two others. Schools in Laramie,
including the University of Wyoming, were closed on the 16th. Many
hunters were stranded. Tree limbs snapped causing power outages in
Rawlins and Sinclair.

Snow,
Localized
Blizzard

Snow up to 6 inches in the northern mountains and up to 3 inches at
lower elevations combined with high winds gusting to 60 mph in some
central and northeast sections of the state. Localized blizzard conditions
forced the closure of South Pass at the southern tip of the Wind River
Range and all highways in and out of Sundance on the west slopes of the
Black Hills.
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Location

County Start Date

Converse,
Natrona,
Niobrara, Hot
Springs, Johnson,
Sheridan,
All of WY
Washakie,
except the 1983-MayCampbell, Crook,
Southeast 11
Weston, Big Horn,
Quarter
Park, Teton,
Carbon, Fremont,
Sublette, Lincoln,
Sweetwater,
Uinta

Statewide

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

0

Statewide 1983-Dec-20 25-Dec-1983 0

0

?

?

$0

$2,750,000 $0

Information

Snow,
Heavy

A spring snowstorm swept through northern, central and western
Wyoming dumping an average of 6 to 12 inches of snow. Up to 18 inches
fell in some western mountain towns. Near blizzard conditions occurred
in southwest Wyoming as northeast winds of 30 to 40 mph whipped up 2
to 4 foot drifts. At least two interstate highways were closed for a period
of time, and lots of traffic accidents were reported across the state.

Subzero
Cold

The worst arctic outbreak ever in December hit Wyoming full-force with
almost all of the state remaining below zero for five days. Overnight lows
in the 20 to 40 below range were common, with quite a few towns
setting record Dec lows. Most Wyoming residents fared much better in
the cold than mechanical items. A malfunctioning transformer left the
town of Lander without power for 12 hours, and numerous vehicles were
damaged by the extreme temperatures. The greatest damage, however,
occurred to homes and businesses as hundreds of water pipes froze and
burst. The State Capitol Building in Cheyenne, for example, suffered
almost $250,000 in damage due to burst water pipes.
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Location

County Start Date

End Date

Crook, Weston,
Northern
Campbell,
two-thirds 1984-Apr-25 27-Apr-1984 2
Sheridan,
of State
Johnson, Big Horn

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

?

$100,000,00
$27,500
0

Snow,
Blizzard

Information

The worst late spring blizzard ever to hit Wyoming battered the northern
part of the state for three days. The northeast section was the hardest hit
as snowfalls of 2 to 3 feet were whipped into 15 to 20 foot drifts by 65
mph winds. A rancher near Wright and one near Sundance died of
exposure as they were stranded hauling hay to their livestock. All of
northeast Wyoming was effectively shut down for two days by the
blizzard. The major damage occurred to the livestock industry as over
200,000 sheep and cattle perished in the storm. Some ranchers lost up to
95 percent of their sheep, and up to 50 percent of their cattle.
Contributing factors to the very high losses were: a large number of the
sheep had recently been shorn; the livestock were well into the spring
lambing and calving season; and finally, the storm started as cold rain
that changed to wet snow which stuck to everything. In addition, the
weight of the record-breaking snow damaged many roofs, and high
winds of 50 to 65 mph blew down quite a few structures. In the Big Horn
Basin, a drive-in theatre was demolished by winds at Basin, and roofs and
trees were heavily damaged at Worland. In retrospect, the blizzard of 84
will go down in the record books as the worst late spring blizzard ever in
Wyoming. Other storms have been worse in northeast Wyoming, but
they occurred in the months of January and March, not at the end of
April.
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Location

County Start Date

Niobrara, Platte,
Carbon, Natrona,
Sheridan, Albany,
Eastern
Laramie, Weston,
1988-Jan-23
Wyoming
Crook, Converse,
Campbell and
Goshen

Sheridan,
Campbell, Platte,
Albany, Laramie,
Carbon, Big Horn,
Crook, Goshen
counties

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

0

Big Horn
Mountains
and
1988-Jan-24 25-Jan-1988 0
northeast
plains

0

0

$0

$0

Information

$0

A very strong upper level northwest flow of air over Wyoming mixed
down and accelerated surface winds to 30 to 45 mph with gusts 55 to 70
mph from north-central to southeast Wyoming. The most noticeable
wind gusts were at Arlington, 65 mph; Casper, 70 mph; Cheyenne, 58
Snow; High
mph; and Sheridan, 71 mph. Also, this strong northerly airflow helped to
wind
dump 5 inches of new snow about 25 miles west of Laramie near
Centennial. Most roads were closed over south-central and southeast
Wyoming due to blowing and drifting snow. Visibilities were reduced
below 1 mile in the blowing snow.

$0

Very strong upper level northerly flow of air continued to prevail over
eastern Wyoming. This strong flow of air induced strong surface winds of
35 to 45 mph with gusts of 55 to around 70 mph. Peak wind gusts of 72
mph from 0400 to 0600 MST on the 24th flipped over a fairly large
mobile home on to two cars in the Gillette area. Also, these strong winds
tore the roof off a house 4 miles west of Gillette. A power plant
northeast of Wheatland clocked wind gusts of 70 mph from 0200 to 0630
MST on the 24th. From 2000 MST on the 24th to 1000 MST on the 25th
sustained winds of 35 to 45 mph were clocked with gusts near 58 mph
from Arlington to Cheyenne along I-80 over southern Wyoming. This
storm dumped 10 inches of snow at Burgess Junction in the Big Horn
Mountains and 5 inches over the Black Hills near Sundance. These strong
winds produced snow drifts of 14 to 16 foot deep over the southeast.
Numerous roads were closed over east Wyoming due to strong winds
and the associated snow drifts. The National Guard had to dig out
stranded ranch families in southern Goshen County.

Snow
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Location

County Start Date

Niobrara, Platte,
Carbon, Natrona,
Sheridan, Albany,
Eastern 1988-MarLaramie, Weston,
Wyoming 10
Crook, Converse,
Campbell and
Goshen counties

End Date

12-Mar-1988 0

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

5

$275,000

$27,500

Snow,
Blizzard

Information

An intense winter storm which developed over Nevada on the 9th moved
through Colorado on the 10th and 11th and into Kansas on the 12th. This
winter storm combined with good easterly flow over Wyoming first
smashed into west and central Wyoming with 5 to 14 inches of new
snow. As this winter storm moved through Colorado it intensified and
produced blizzard conditions over much of eastern Wyoming from the
10th to the morning of the 12th. Six to 25 inches of new snow generally
dumped on eastern Wyoming with this storm. Also sustained winds of 25
to 40 mph with gusts of 50 to 65 mph raked across eastern Wyoming.
This heavy snow and strong winds frequently kept visibilities below 0.25
mile over much of southern and eastern Wyoming. The strong winds and
heavy snow whipped snow drifts to a depth of 10 to 30 feet over eastern
Wyoming. Most roads were closed at times over south and eastern
Wyoming due to the extremely low visibilities and blowing and drifting
snow. Numerous traffic accidents occurred across the State with at least
five people sustaining injuries. Travelers were stranded throughout east
Wyoming with over 200 people trapped at the Snowy Range Ski Resort
west of Laramie. The skiers spent the night sleeping on floors and tables.
The eastern plains were particularly hard hit by the blizzard from Douglas
southeast to the LaGrange area. A few travelers in the eastern plains
were completely trapped in their vehicles for 36 to 40 hours. Drifts
ranging from 15 to 30 feet high were common around Lusk with a
number of vehicles totally buried by the snow. Ranchers over the eastern
plains were in the midst of calving and lambing season. About 15 to 35
head of calves were lost. Some noticeable snowfall totals were Albin, 18
inches; Bates Creek, 13 inches; Burgess Junction, 20 inches; Douglas, 11
inches; Gillette, 12 inches; Keeline, 10 inches; LaGrange, 21 inches;
Lander, 10 inches; Laramie, 11 inches; Lusk, 20 inches; Rock Springs, 20
inches; Snowy Range, 14 inches.
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Location

Big Horn,
Sheridan,
Johnson, Park,
Teton, Carbon,
Albany, Sublette,
Crook

County Start Date

End Date

Northern
and westcentral
1988-MayWyoming,
7-May-1988 0
06
Southcentral
mountains

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

0

$0

$0

Snow,
Heavy

Information

The strong low pressure system both at the surface and aloft moved
slowly northeastward to extreme southeast Montana by the 7th. This
storm unleashed very heavy snow over most areas with elevations above
6000 feet MSL in the north and west sections of Wyoming. Since this
storm had begun the morning of the 6th more than 20 inches of new
snow had fallen in the Big Horn Mountains of northern Wyoming, while
there was 6 to 10 inches of snow at Yellowstone National Park.
Additionally, more than 10 inches of new snow was on the ground near
Pinedale, located in west-central Wyoming, and the Snowy Range to the
west of Laramie. More snow fell at these locations during the 7th. By
1335 MST on the 7th, Arrowhead Lodge in the Big Horn Mountains had a
total of 3 feet of new snow on the ground. Bear Lodge, located in the
Wyoming Black Hills, had 24 to 30 inches of new snow by the afternoon
of the 7th. Numerous trees and power lines were downed by very wet
snow, with several communities without electricity through much of the
7th.
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Location

Statewide

Statewide

County Start Date

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

Statewide 1989-Feb-02 6-Feb-1989

0

Statewide 1989-Dec-21 22-Dec-1989 0

0

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Information

Extreme
Cold

Record cold temperatures gripped the state from the 2nd through the
morning of the 6th, the coldest in at least 5 years. Many locations had at
least 80 to 100 consecutive hours of subzero readings. Wind chills from
50° to 90° below zero accompanied the cold. Most overnight lows were
between minus 20° and minus 40° with maximum temperatures
struggling above 15° or 20° below zero. On the morning of the 3rd,
Sheridan set a record low of minus 32°, eclipsing the old record of 24°
below zero, set in 1985. Casper had a record low 27° below zero. The
minimum at Cheyenne was minus 24°, one degree shy of the record low
for the 3rd, dating back to 1883. Additionally, Weston, located over far
northern Wyoming, dropped to 47° below zero while locations in
Yellowstone National Park dipped lower than minus 40°. These low
temperatures, including several records, were typical through the 6th.
The maximum temperature for Cheyenne on the 3rd was 18° below zero.
Not only was that a record low maximum, but the second coldest such
reading since weather records have been kept at Cheyenne, back more
than 100 years. During the morning of the 6th, the temperature at the
capitol city finally rose above zero. The record is 120 hours, set in
December 1983. Due to this Arctic episode, this was the coldest February
ever for Casper. It was also the worst cold spell for Gillette in a decade.

Extreme
Cold

As a result of the combination of calm winds, a bitterly cold arctic air mass
and deep snow cover, extremely low minimum temperatures occurred across
the cowboy state during the morning of the 22nd. Many of these
temperatures were not only record lows for the date, but also the coldest
ever for December. The lowest temperatures were generally over the Eastern
two-thirds of Wyoming. Recluse, in the far Northeast corner, had a low of 50°
below zero. Other lows included 47° below in Redbird, 40° below at Douglas,
35° below at both Sheridan and Gillette, 34° below zero in Laramie, 28° below
at both Casper and Cheyenne, 23° below in Cody, 14° below at Farson and
13° below zero in Lander.
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Location

County Start Date

Niobrara, Platte,
Carbon, Natrona,
Sheridan, Albany,
Eastern 1990-MarLaramie, Weston,
Wyoming 15
Crook, Converse,
Campbell and
Goshen

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

0

Big Horn
Big Horn,
Mountains
Sheridan,
, Northern
Johnson,
Front
1990-Apr-26 27-Apr-1990 0
Campbell, Crook, Range,
Northeast
Weston
ern Plains

0

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Information

During much of the 15th, high winds blew across eastern Wyoming.
Sustained winds of 40 to 55 mph were common. Some peak wind gusts
High wind; were: 67 mph near Wheatland; 65 mph on the I-80 summit; 30 miles
west of Cheyenne; 60 mph in Sheridan; and 58 mph at Gillette. These
Blowing
winds produced widespread blowing and drifting snow and ground
and drifting
blizzard conditions across the far southeastern part of the state. During
snow
most of the 15th, almost all roads to and from Cheyenne and Laramie
were closed because of the blowing snow. It was not until the afternoon
of the 16th that the roads were reopened for travel.

Snow,
Heavy

A spring snowstorm dumped heavy snow on northeast Wyoming. Highest
amounts fell in the Big Horn Mountains (18 inches), with about 4 to 12
inches elsewhere. The snow was particularly wet and heavy across most
of Campbell County and the western parts of Crook and Weston
Counties. Most of the damage was to power lines as approximately 400
poles went down. Power was out in some areas for up to 3 days.
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Location

Statewide

County Start Date

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

Statewide 1990-Dec-18 22-Dec-1990 0

Big Horn,
North1994-Oct-16 October 17,
Sheridan, Johnson Central
1994
Wyoming
Natrona, Big Horn,
Sheridan, Johnson,
East
Campbell, Crook,
Central
Weston, Converse,
Niobrara

0

1995-Sep-19 20-Sep-1995 0

0

$27,500

$0

0

$0

$0

0

$13,000

$0

Information

A major winter storm followed by a bitterly-cold Arctic outbreak, plagued
most of Wyoming for about two to four days. Heavy snows with strong
winds occurred on the 18th over the far western part of the state, with
up to a foot in the mountains. Light snows of 2 to 6 inches generally
occurred over the rest of the state, except in the far southwest where
storm totals approached 15 to 20 inches by 1800 MST on the 19th.
Bitterly-cold Arctic air started spilling into the state after 1200 MST on
the 18th on brisk northern winds. On the 19th and 20th, wind chills
Snow,
dropped to -40° to -75° at times in many areas. The coldest temperatures
Heavy,
occurred on the 21st and 22nd, with most areas from -25° to -45°. Minus
Bitter Cold 50° readings were reported at Worland and near Jackson. Casper set an
all-time record-low of -41° on the 21st. Major roads affected by the snow
and winds were confined to the far west and southwest. The worst
conditions occurred along I-80 from Rock Springs to Rawlins on the night
of the 19th and 20th where snow and strong winds closed the road,
stranding many people. The bitter cold caused power outages in some
places, most notably in Jackson. Schools and other events were widely
canceled due to the cold weather.

Snow,
Heavy

Snow,
Wind

Heavy snow pounded the Big Horn mountains during a 2-day period.
Snow amounts of 18 to 24 inches were common. Dozens of hunters were
stranded in the back country.
An early season winter storm dropped 6 to 12 inches of snow from
Casper and the south end of the Big Horn Mountains to the Nebraska
border. The snow damaged trees, breaking many branches. Power was
out in the area for a time in the morning, with as many as 4,000 homes
without power from Casper to Glenrock. In Lusk, the snow snapped a 2
by 4 beam in a building.
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Location

County Start Date

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

Converse,
Natrona,
Niobrara, Hot
Springs, Johnson,
Sheridan,
All except
Washakie,
the
Campbell, Crook,
1995-Oct-21 23-Oct-1995 0
Southwest
Weston, Big Horn,
Corner
Park, Teton,
Carbon, Albany,
Goshen, Laramie,
Platte, Fremont,
Sublette
Sheridan, Carbon In and
1995-Nov-1
Near Most
Mountains

0

0

$1,000,000 $0

0

$0

$0

Snow,
Blizzard

Snow,
Heavy

Information

Heavy snow and strong winds caused blizzard conditions over much of
Wyoming. Snowfall amounts ranged from four inches at Rock Springs and
Gillette to 17 inches at Casper Mountain. Generally, 6 to 10 inches of
snowfall was common. Winds gusted to 55 mph and caused blizzard
conditions with drifts up to 5 feet deep. Reported drifts of 2 to 4r feet
were common. Many roads were closed from the 22nd to the afternoon
of the 23rd due to drifting and near-zero visibilities. Many travelers were
stranded across the state until the 23rd and a number of hunters had to
be rescued. Power was out for a time in various places, due to downed
power lines from the heavy snow and strong winds.

Snow fell over most of Wyoming, with areas in and near the mountains
receiving significant snowfall. Most of these areas had between 6 and 10
inches of snow, with the largest amount being 11 inches at Story
(Sheridan County). Due to the snow, Highway 70 between Baggs and
Encampment (Carbon County) was closed during the afternoon.
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Location

County Start Date

Big Horn,
Yellowsto 1996-Jan-01
Fremont,
ne
Johnson, Park and National
Park Mt
Sheridan
ID, North
Absarokas
, South
Absarokas
, Cody
Foothills,
Wind
River
Mountains
East,
Lander
Foothills,
Northern
Big Horn
Mountains
, Sheridan
Foothills,
Southern
Big Horn
Mountains
, Buffalo
Foothills

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

0

0

Snow,
Heavy

Information

Up to 11 inches of snow fell in the northern mountains and the adjacent
foothills. The largest amount of 11 inches fell in Lander. I-90, north of
Buffalo was closed until0600 MST, temporarily stranding a number of
travelers.
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Location

Big Horn,
Campbell,
Converse, Hot
Strings, Johnson,
Natrona,
Niobrara, Park,
Sheridan,
Washakie

County Start Date

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

North
1996-Jan-16 January 18,
Absarokas
1996
, Cody
Foothills,
North Big
Horn
Basin,
South Big
Horn
Basin,
Natrona,
Northern
Big Horn
Mountains
, Sheridan
Foothills,
Southern
Big Horn
Mountains
, Buffalo
Foothills,
South
Campbell,
Converse,
Niobrara

0

0

Snow,
Blizzard

Information

Strong winds, snow and cold temperatures combined to create blizzard
conditions over eastern and northern Wyoming. During that time, winds
gusted to as high as 55 mph creating wind chill temperatures as low as
70° below zero. Two to 6 inches of snow fell through late afternoon on
the 17th. This wind and snow produced very low visibilities in blowing
snow. Some roads were closed northeastern Wyoming on the 17th and
schools were cancelled in some areas on the 18th.
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Location

County Start Date

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

Information

Sheridan,
Johnson,
Campbell

Sheridan 1996-MarFoothills, 01
Buffalo
Foothills,
South
Campbell

0

0

Snow,
Blizzard

Strong wind gusts to 50 mph and snow produced blizzard conditions in
the area. Some highways were closed during that time and many
accidents were reported. Snowfall amounts were from 3 to 9 inches, with
the greatest amounts in the northern Black Hills. Sundance received 9
inches of snow.

Sheridan

Northeast 1999-Apr-01
Big Horn
Mountains
, Sheridan
Foothills

0

0

Snow,
Heavy

Major spring storm drops over 3 feet of snow on parts of the eastern
slopes of the Wind River Mountains, with a total of 38 inches recorded at
Sinks Canyon near Lander. In Lander, 28 inches was recorded with a near
one-day record of 13 inches on the 1st. Around 21 inches fell in the
Jeffrey City area, with up to 18 inches in the Casper area. This storm
began on the afternoon of March 31st.

Sheridan

Northeast 1999-Dec-19
Big Horn
Mountains
, Sheridan
Foothills

0

0

Snow,
Blizzard

Moisture associated with an arctic cold front produced heavy snowfall
throughout Sheridan County during the early morning hours of the 19th.
Sheridan received 6 inches of new snow, and Burgess Junction picked up
8 inches. In addition, sustained winds as high as 41 mph with gusts up to
50 mph produced whiteout conditions in Sheridan. Several road closures
were reported in Sheridan County.
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Location

Sheridan

County Start Date

Northeast 2000-Sep-22
Big Horn
Mountains
, Sheridan
Foothills

Estimated Estimated
Character
Deaths Injured Damage - Damage of Storm
Property
Crops

End Date

0

0

$1,000

Snow,
Heavy

Information

A strong cold front moved through south and central Montana into
northern Wyoming. In addition, an area of low pressure formed in
central Wyoming and moved northeast into southeast Montana. This
provided an area of upslope over Sheridan County in northern Wyoming.
The combination of these two systems brought the first snow of the
season to the area. Trees still had foliage, and as a result, some areas
experienced power outages due to broken tree limbs on power lines.
Some trees were damaged. Snowfall amounts were around 12 inches.
Burgess Junction reported 12 inches of snow. Story reported 10 inches of
snowfall and Sheridan reported 4 inches.
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Analysis and Impact
Winter storms usually cover a significant part of the State, and as such are difficult to describe
regionally. The historic dollar impact of winter storms statewide is $158,944,800. In 2004 dollars the
statewide impact is $400,972,900. The actual statewide impacts are much greater because of the
effects on transportation and because of loss of life and injuries. The impacts from loss of livestock can
carry over for many years.
Based on the history of winter storms, Sheridan County will continue to experience damaging winter
storms about every two years. Based on the worst case regional event that involved Sheridan County
(1984) the dollar impacts could be in excess of $30 million (assuming an equal distribution of the total
losses of $181 million, in 2004 dollars, across the 6 counties involved), enough power lines could be
toppled that emergency intervention could be required, significant property damage could occur, and
the livestock industry could lose 15%-20% of its inventory.
Life safety will continue to be a concern for motorists, outdoor enthusiasts, or ranchers stranded by
winter storms. Injuries and deaths will likely occur during storm-related vehicle accidents.

Proposed Sheridan County Mitigation Projects for Winter Storm and Blizzards



Encourage residents, businesses and schools to purchase NOAA weather radios
Encourage purchase or assembly of 3-day survival Kits for home and vehicle

Summary
PROPERTY AFFECTED: Medium
POPULATION AFFECTED: High
PROBABILITY: High
JURISDICTION AFFECTED: County
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